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We study the topological properties of superconductors with paired j ¼ 3
2
quasiparticles. Higher spin
Fermi surfaces can arise, for instance, in strongly spin-orbit coupled band-inverted semimetals. Examples
include the Bi-based half-Heusler materials, which have recently been established as low-temperature and
low-carrier density superconductors. Motivated by this experimental observation, we obtain a compre-
hensive symmetry-based classification of topological pairing states in systems with higher angular
momentum Cooper pairing. Our study consists of two main parts. First, we develop the phenomenological
theory of multicomponent (i.e., higher angular momentum) pairing by classifying the stationary points of
the free energy within a Ginzburg-Landau framework. Based on the symmetry classification of stationary
pairing states, we then derive the symmetry-imposed constraints on their gap structures. We find that,
depending on the symmetry quantum numbers of the Cooper pairs, different types of topological pairing
states can occur: fully gapped topological superconductors in class DIII, Dirac superconductors, and
superconductors hosting Majorana fermions. Notably, we find a series of nematic fully gapped topological
superconductors, as well as double- and triple-Dirac superconductors, with quadratic and cubic dispersion,
respectively. Our approach, applied here to the case of j ¼ 3
2
Cooper pairing, is rooted in the symmetry
properties of pairing states, and can therefore also be applied to other systems with higher angular
momentum and high-spin pairing. We conclude by relating our results to experimentally accessible
signatures in thermodynamic and dynamic probes.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevX.8.011029 Subject Areas: Condensed Matter Physics,
Superconductivity,
Topological Insulators
I. INTRODUCTION
In condensed matter physics, the study of superconduc-
tors has traditionally been guided by two defining charac-
teristics of a bulk superconductor: the nature of the pairing
order parameter and the mechanism of Cooper pairing
[1–4]. Recent years, however, have witnessed great
progress in understanding phases of quantum matter from
the perspective of topology. In particular, in the case of
superconductors, it has become clear that a global property
of the Cooper pair wave function, encoded in its topology,
constitutes a third defining characteristic. Nontrivial
topology leads to the presence of quasiparticle excitations
on surfaces and edges [5–9]. Specifically, the class of
topological superconductors—in much the same way as
topological insulators and topological semimetals—can be
distinguished from ordinary superconductors by gapless
quasiparticle excitations on the boundary, protected by the
bulk superconducting gap structure. The latter is a mani-
festation of the bulk-boundary correspondence, which
establishes an inherent link between surface properties
and bulk topology.
Topological superconductors with a bulk pairing gap are
defined by a gap structure which cannot be adiabatically
deformed into an s-wave superconductor without closing
the pairing gap. Evidently, this implies that the question of
pairing symmetry and bulk topology are intimately related.
Indeed, time-reversal invariant topological superconductors
in class DIII are known to require odd-parity pairing
[10,11]. The close connection between unconventional
pairing symmetry and bulk topology is also manifest in
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topological nodal superconductors, i.e., superconductors
with topologically protected nodal degeneracies in the bulk
quasiparticle spectrum and distinctive gapless excitations at
the surface [12]. A famous example of the latter are the
topological bulk point nodes of the superfluid 3He A phase,
which originate from the time-reversal breaking chiral
pairing [13]. Therefore, superconductors with unconven-
tional pairing symmetry generally inspire the question
whether they realize topological pairing states, and thus
have protected Andreev surface states.
In this paper, we address this question for superconduc-
tors with a semimetallic normal state characterized by
quadratically dispersing spin-orbit coupled j ¼ 3
2
bands. An
important motivation for this undertaking is the observation
of superconductivity in the class of Bi-based half-Heusler
materials APtBi and APdBi, where A can be a rare-earth
element or (Y,Lu) [14–24]. Experimental evidence, in
particular penetration depth measurements reported in
Ref. [24], has given indications that the pairing in YPtBi
is unconventional.
An additional incentive to consider the interplay of
unconventional pairing and topology in spin-orbit coupled
j ¼ 3
2
bands is the possibility of high-spin Cooper pairing.
This was recognized in important papers focusing on a
specific set of fully gapped pairing states [25,26] and
on-site pairings [27]. Reference [27], in particular, has set
the stage for studying superconductivity in the half-Heusler
compounds [28–34]; the present authors have investigated
the pairing instabilities in the p-wave pairing channels [31].
Whereas previous work has focused primarily on the
question of pairing symmetry, specifically in the context of
materials such as YPtBi, the aim of this paper is to provide
a comprehensive topological gap structure classification of
spin j ¼ 3
2
pairing states. Such classification, which encom-
passes all pairing channels, is desirable for the practical
purpose of interpreting ongoing and future experiments,
and stands to enable important progress in identifying the
nature of the pairing order parameter in j ¼ 3
2
systems.
We proceed in two main steps. First, for multicomponent
pairing channels, i.e., channels of Cooper pairing with
nonzero total angular momentum, we obtain the stationary
points of the free energy within a Ginzburg-Landau (GL)
expansion using a symmetry-based strategy developed for
3He [35]. Since only pairing states corresponding to sta-
tionary points can be minima of the free energy, any
analysis of gap structure can be limited to this set of
possible superconducting ground states determined by
energetics. This, in practice, is a significant simplification.
The second step is then to systematically analyze the
topology of gap structures of each stationary pairing state
by deriving the constraints imposed on the superconducting
gap function by discrete (e.g., time-reversal, inversion,
mirror) and rotational symmetries.
Notably, we find a series of fully gapped topolo-
gical superconductors which spontaneously break rotation
symmetry and have a nematic axis [36,37]. In addition, we
obtain different classes of point nodal superconductors,
hosting low-energy Dirac or Majorana bulk quasiparticles
with dispersion relations which depend on topological
properties of the point node. Importantly, despite starting
from a normal state with full rotational symmetry (emer-
gent at low energies), our formalism includes pairing states
with discrete spatial symmetry and can therefore be viewed
as including crystal anisotropy effects. Furthermore, since
our approach relies on symmetry arguments, the results of
our work are relevant to a broad range of spin-orbit coupled
systems with higher angular momentum pairing.
II. MULTICOMPONENT PAIRING
OF j= 32 QUASIPARTICLES
A. Electronic structure of quadratic semimetals
We begin by introducing the Hamiltonian of the normal
state electronic structure close to the semimetallic touching
point at the zone center. We assume that other electron or
hole pockets are absent. The normal state Hamiltonian is
expressed as
H0 ¼
X
k
c†kαðhkÞαβckβ; ð1Þ
where ck ¼ ðck3
2
; ck1
2
; ck;−1
2
; ck;−3
2
ÞT are the j ¼ 3
2
quasipar-
ticle annihilation operators and hk takes the isotropic
Luttinger form [38,39]
hk ¼

κ1 þ
5
4
κ2

k2
2m
−
κ2
2m
ðk · SÞ2 − μ: ð2Þ
Here, m is an effective mass, μ is the chemical potential,
and S ¼ ðSx; Sy; SzÞT are the three spin matrices. (Explicit
expressions of the spin matrices are provided in
Appendix A.) The Luttinger Hamiltonian describes a
touching of quadratically dispersing bands at Γ which
are spin-orbit split by the term ðk · SÞ2. As a consequence
of both time-reversal (Θ) and inversion symmetry (P) the
bands remain twofold degenerate at each momentum k.
The Luttinger Hamiltonian can be diagonalized and
brought into the form
H0 ¼
X
k
εvkf
†
kfk þ εckd†kdk; ð3Þ
where the energies measured with respect to the chemical
potential are given by
εc;vk ¼ ðκ1  κ2Þ
k2
2m
− μ; ð4Þ
and the operators f†k ¼ ðf†k↑; f†k↓Þ and d†k ¼ ðd†k↑; d†k↓Þ
create quasiparticles in the energy eigenstates. The twofold
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degeneracy of each band defines an effective pseudospin
degree of freedom, which we denote by ↑;↓. Equation (4)
shows that the coefficients κ1;2 directly relate to the band
curvatures. In this work we particularize to the regime
where κ2 > κ1 > 0. These conditions ensure that one pair
of degenerate bands is electronlike and curving upward, the
εck solution, and the other pair is holelike and curving
downward, the εvk solution. We refer to these bands as the
conduction band (c) and valence band (v), respectively.
Furthermore, these conditions imply that the valence band
states are j3
2
; mj ¼  32i angular momentum states and the
conduction band states are j3
2
; mj ¼  12i states. (This may
be seen by considering hk along kz.) In this way, by tuning
the chemical potential, we have access to a valence band
Fermi surface consisting of pseudospin  3
2
states and a
conduction band Fermi surface consisting of pseudospin
 1
2
states. Because of the different axial angular momen-
tum of states on these Fermi surfaces, pairing is expected to
affect them differently. Therefore, in our study of pairing
gap structures we clearly distinguish between valence band
and conduction band Fermi surfaces. In Sec. IV, where we
present the detailed analysis of gap structures, we focus on
both these cases, with a special emphasis on the more
intriguing case of a pseudospin  3
2
Fermi surface.
The operators f†k create quasiparticles in valence band
eigenstates, i.e., f†kμj0i ¼ jk; μ; vi, and similarly for d†k. It
would be desirable for these pseudospin operators to
transform as ordinary spin under spatial and time-reversal
symmetries. It is not guaranteed that such a basis for the
band eigenstates exists. We can, however, choose a basis
such that the pseudospin states, jk; ↑; vi and jk;↓; vi (in
the case of the valence band), transform as canonical
Kramers partners under time-reversal and inversion sym-
metry. This justifies the (pseudo)spin labeling ↑;↓, and
implies that, when considering the pairing on the Fermi
surface, we can speak of pseudospin-singlet and pseudo-
spin-triplet pairing.
In the Luttinger Hamiltonian of Eq. (2) we have
neglected the terms originating from the crystal field. As
a result, hk is invariant under continuous joint spatial and
spin rotations. This approximation may be justified at low
energies close to the touching point when crystal
anisotropy effects can be considered small. Furthermore,
and perhaps more importantly, for our purpose of a gap
structure classification of stationary pairing states it is
natural to choose a starting point of higher symmetry. In
fact, as we show in Secs. III and IV, a gap structure
classification developed on the basis of a rotationally
symmetric model naturally includes the analysis of pairing
states with discrete crystal symmetry, since the symmetry
group which leaves stationary points of the free energy
invariant may in principle be any subgroup of the full
rotation group. Therefore, our gap structure classification
also applies to pairing states arising in cubic models (see
Sec. IVG). This implies, for instance, that our study bears a
direct connection to the Bi-based half-Heusler supercon-
ductors, in particular, YPtBi. We do note, however, that in
this work we consider inversion symmetric systems with a
twofold degenerate Fermi surface.
We note in passing that in this paper we exclusively
focus on superconductivity, and assume the presence of a
Fermi surface due to hole or electron doping; other ordering
instabilities, relevant at the touching point, have been
addressed in Refs. [40–43].
B. Pairing channels and their symmetry
The first step towards an analysis of pairing states is the
identification of distinct pairing channels. Given the sym-
metry group G of the normal state material, the irreducible
pairing channels are classified by the representations of G.
In the present case, the Luttinger Hamiltonian of Eq. (2) has
both time-reversal and inversion symmetry, and is invariant
under joint rotations of spatial and spin degrees of free-
dom. As a result, including Uð1Þ charge conservation,
the symmetry group can be written as G ¼ Uð1Þ×
SOð3Þ × P × Θ. The irreducible pairing channels can be
distinguished by the angular momentum quantum numbers
of the Cooper pairs. The total angular momentum J is the
sum of the Cooper pair orbital angular momentum L and
spin angular momentum S; as a consequence of spin-orbit
coupling, the symmetry quantum numbers of the Cooper
pairs are ðL; S; J;MJÞ, where MJ is the magnetic quantum
number describing the axial angular momentum.
Pairing channels with nonzero J have 2J þ 1 indepen-
dent components, transforming as partners under rotations,
and are called multicomponent channels. The components
are degenerate right at the superconducting transition
temperature Tc: the transition temperature is a property
of the channel and symmetry requires the symmetry-related
components to have the same Tc. Our study of quasiparticle
spectra and gap structures requires explicit expressions for
these gap function components; they can be obtained using
the standard L, S-coupling scheme for addition of angular
momenta [25,31], as we briefly describe now.
In the case of j ¼ 3
2
quasiparticles the total spin of the
Cooper pair can take the values S ¼ 0, 1, 2, 3. Cooper pairs
in a total spin S ¼ 0 and S ¼ 1 state are conventionally
called singlet and triplet pairing states; by analogy, S ¼ 2, 3
states can be called quintet and septet pairings. We define
Π†SMSðkÞ as the creation operator of a pair of quasiparticles
with momenta k and −k, in a state with total spin S and
magnetic quantum number MS; Π†SMSðkÞ is given by
Π†SMSðkÞ ¼ c†kαðSSMST Þαβc†−kβ: ð5Þ
Here, the matrices SSM are the multipole matrices of spin
j ¼ 3
2
fermions [26] and the antisymmetric matrix T ¼
eiπSy plays the role of ϵ≡ isy familiar from spin-12 pairing.
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The S ¼ 0 matrix is proportional to the identity, i.e.,
S00 ¼ 1/2, and corresponds to a rotationally invariant spin-
singlet pairing. The S ¼ 1matrices transform as a magnetic
dipole (i.e., pseudovector) and are given by linear combi-
nations of the spin matrices S. The S ¼ 2, 3 matrices are
higher-order multipole matrices, describing spin quadru-
polar and octupolar pairing, respectively, and transform as
rank-2 and rank-3 tensors. Together these matrices span the
space of Hermitian 4 × 4 matrices. (A more detailed
discussion of the multipole matrices, including an explicit
construction, can be found in Appendix A.)
The internal spatial structure of the Cooper pair is
captured by the orbital part of the Cooper pair wave
function and is given by the spherical harmonics
YLMLðkˆÞ, where kˆ ¼ k/jkj. In the familiar nomenclature,
superconductors with orbital angular momentum L ¼ 0, 1,
2, 3 are referred to as s, p, d, and f wave, respectively. The
spin and orbital angular momenta of Cooper pairs are
constrained by Fermi statistics: since the matrices SSMS are
symmetric (antisymmetric) for even (odd) S, S and L must
either both be even or both be odd. To form irreducible
pairings, letΠ†JMJðkÞ be the operator which creates a pair of
electrons in a state of total angular momentum J and MJ.
Such irreducible pair creation operators take the general
form
Π†JMJðkÞ ¼ c†kα½JJMJðkˆÞT αβc†−kβ; ð6Þ
where now the momentum-dependent matrices JJMJðkˆÞ are
a linear combination of YLMLðkˆÞ and the spin matrices
SSMS . The appropriate linear combinations are uniquely
determined by the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients; specifi-
cally, one has
JJMJðkˆÞ ¼
X
MLþMS¼MJ
hLS;MLMSjLS; JMJiYLMLðkˆÞSSMS;
ð7Þ
where hLS;MLMSjLS; JMJi are the Clebsch-Gordan coef-
ficients. Then, we may write down a pairing Hamiltonian
HðL;S;JÞΔ for pairing in the ðL; S; JÞ channel as
HðL;S;JÞΔ ¼
X
k;MJ
ΔMJ

k
kF

L
Π†JMJðkÞ þ H:c: ð8Þ
The complex expansion coefficients ΔMJ define the multi-
component pairing order parameter; superconductors with
total angular momentum J are described by a (2J þ 1)-
component order parameter. Different order para-
meter configurations with equal norm generally define
different pairing states, with different symmetry pro-
perties (unless, clearly, the two configurations are related
by a global rotation). A phenomenological theory of the
superconducting order parameter is developed in the next
section, where ground state solutions of the free energy and
their symmetry breaking patterns are discussed.
In Table I, we list a number of ðL; S; JÞ pairing multiplets
for orbital angular momenta up to L ¼ 2. The pairing
functions JJMJðkˆÞ corresponding to the latter pairing
channels up to L ¼ 1 are tabulated in Ref. [31]. For
well-screened short-ranged interactions, the s-wave
(L ¼ 0) and p-wave (L ¼ 1) pairing channels are expected
to have highest Tc, with higher angular momentum L
channels being suppressed. The relative strength of s-wave
and p-wave pairing instabilities is a question of high
current interest, which we do not address here. For the
purpose of this work, we take the position that both s-wave
and p-wave pairing are likely to be relevant for the
experimental systems under study.
It is useful to consider the symmetries of the pairing
matrices JJMJðkˆÞ in more detail. In particular, the trans-
formation properties under Θ and P will be of interest. First
note that Θ and P act on the quasiparticle operators as
ΘckαΘ−1 ¼ T αβc−kβ; PckαP−1 ¼ c−kα; ð9Þ
where T ¼ eiπSy is the time-reversal matrix of Eq. (5).
(Time reversal is defined as Θ ¼ T K, where K is complex
conjugation.) This immediately implies that PSSMSP
−1 ¼
SSMS . Using that YLMLð−kˆÞ ¼ ð−1ÞLYLMLðkˆÞ, one trivi-
ally obtains
PJJMJðkˆÞP−1 ¼ ð−1ÞLJJMJðkˆÞ: ð10Þ
The spin multipole matrices transform under time reversal
as ΘSSMSΘ
−1 ¼ ð−1ÞSþMSSS;−MS , which can be derived
from T ST † ¼ −S; for the spherical harmonics one has
ΘYLMLðkˆÞΘ−1 ¼ YLMLð−kˆÞ ¼ ð−1ÞLþMLYL;−MLðkˆÞ.
Combining this we find
ΘJJMJðkˆÞΘ−1 ¼ ð−1ÞJþMJJJ;−MJðkˆÞ: ð11Þ
TABLE I. Lowest-order pairing multiplets. Summary of the
pairing multiplets ðL; S; JÞ up to L ¼ 2 and J ¼ 4. The leading-
and subleading-order s- and p-wave pairings (i.e., L ¼ 0 and
L ¼ 1) are most relevant when considering pairing instabilities of
topological semimetals. The pairing functions JJMJ ðkˆÞ of the
latter pairing channels, see Eq. (7), can be found in Ref. [31].
Combinations of ðL; SÞ such that Lþ S ¼ J
J Even parity Odd parity
0 (0,0), (2,2) (1,1), (3,3)
1 (2,2) (1,1), (3,3)
2 (0,2), (2,0), (2,2) (1,1), (1,3), (3,3)
3 (2,2) (1,3), (3,3)
4 (2,2) (1,3), (3,3)
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These symmetry properties, in combination with the
transformation properties under SOð3Þ rotations, are at
the heart of both the phenomenological theory of multi-
component pairing and the subsequent gap structure
analysis. We note that the pairings JJMJðkˆÞ are eigenstates
of rotations about the z axis. If Uθz is the j ¼ 32 spinor
representation of a rotation Cθz about the z axis, then one
has UθzJJMJðC−1θz kˆÞU†θz ¼ e−iθMJJJMJðkˆÞ, or, equiva-
lently, U†θzJJMJðCθzkˆÞUθz ¼ eiθMJJJMJðkˆÞ.
We conclude this section with two remarks. The first
concerns the symmetry of the normal state. When cubic
crystal anisotropy effects are important, the irreducible
pairing channels are labeled by representations of the cubic
point group. The number of distinct (i.e., orthogonal)
pairing channels in systems with discrete crystal symmetry
is finite. Since the dimension of cubic representations is at
most three, the pairings of Eq. (6) are generally split into
pairings with distinct cubic symmetry. For instance, assum-
ing an inversion symmetric normal state, the J ¼ 2 channel
is split into J ¼ 2→ Eg;u þ T2g;u, where g and u denote the
parity of the pairing channel, i.e., even (g) or odd (u) under
inversion; the pairing channels J ¼ 3, 4 of Table I are split
as J ¼ 3 → A2g;u þ T1g;u þ T2g;u and J ¼ 4 → A1g;uþ
Eg;u þ T1g;u þ T2g;u. The more precise splitting of the
pairing components of Eq. (7) into pairing functions
transforming as partners of cubic representations is tabu-
lated in Table VII (Appendix F). For pairing channels up to
L ¼ 1 such splitting has been worked out in Ref. [31].
Furthermore, since the number of cubic representations
is finite, pairings from distinct channels ðL; S; JÞ will
collapse onto the same cubic channel. For instance, as
may be seen from the splitting of the J ¼ 2, 3, 4 channels,
the gap functions of cubic T2g;u pairing can have contri-
butions from all three isotropic channels. As a result, gap
functions of cubic pairings will be linear combinations of
symmetry-allowed terms with coefficients not determined
by symmetry, and in general can be quite complicated.
Crucially, however, the symmetry group of a given pairing
state, i.e., the subgroup of the normal state symmetry group
which leaves a pairing state invariant, is manifest and
independent of material-specific details. The symmetry
group can be used to establish universal properties of
gap functions which are independent of their specific form.
Second, we note that in an analysis of pairing one may
choose to focus exclusively on the Fermi surface band
(either valence or conduction band), and project out the
“high-energy” band. Since the projected Fermi surface
pseudspin operators admit only pseudospin-singlet and
pseudospin-triplet pairing, S ¼ 0 and S ¼ 2 states cannot
be distinguished on the Fermi surface, affecting the
classification of irreducible pairings [31]. For instance,
ðL; SÞ ¼ ð0; 2Þ pairing effectively collapses onto ðL; SÞ ¼
ð2; 0Þ pairing on the Fermi surface [27,31]. In this work, in
order to correctly capture the essential features of pairing
gap structures, it is important to include the effect of
pairing-induced coupling of conduction and valence band.
III. PHENOMENOLOGY OF
MULTICOMPONENT PAIRING
The Hamiltonian of Eq. (8) describes Cooper pairing
within an irreducible pairing channel ðL; S; JÞ. A particular
pairing state is specified by the superconducting order
parameter ΔM, which carries all information on its sym-
metry properties. (We drop the subscript J, asM ¼ MJ will
always correspond to J in what follows.) For multi-
component superconductors, the order parameter not only
has an overall amplitude and phase, but also internal
structure: different order parameter configurations gener-
ally correspond to distinct pairing states. These pairing
states can be sharply distinguished by symmetry; multi-
component superconductors, in addition to Uð1Þ charge
conservation, break symmetries such as time-reversal
symmetry or rotation symmetry.
The spontaneous breaking of symmetry due to the
selection of a specific pairing state occurs below Tc.
(Right at Tc all states in a channel are degenerate.)
Consider, for instance, the simple example of a two-
component p-wave order parameter ðpx; pyÞ in two dimen-
sions. Below Tc the system will select either one of two
states as its ground state: a time-reversal even but aniso-
tropic state, given by cos θpx þ sin θpy (where θ para-
metrizes a family of states), or a chiral pairing state of the
form px  ipy.
To find the order parameter configuration of the super-
conducting ground state, one minimizes the free energy of
the superconductor, denoted FJ. At temperatures below but
close to Tc, a phenomenological Ginzburg-Landau theory
is applicable, and one may expand FJ in powers of the
order parameter and its gradients. The phenomenological
GL expansion parameters determine the superconducting
state below Tc. (At zero temperature an expansion is no
longer valid, and the minimization must rely on the full free
energy.) In general, for multicomponent orders, analytical
minimization of the energy functional can become chal-
lenging or even untractable, as the number of interaction
parameters increases with the number of components. It is
not clear that a full analytical solution can be found when
the number of components becomes large.
A powerful and elegant alternative strategy to obtain the
free-energy minima is based on the observation that
solutions corresponding to free-energy minima typically
have residual symmetry; i.e., they do not fully break the
symmetry of the normal state. This has motivated the
expectation that states with residual symmetry are primary
ground state candidates. In fact, by deriving all states
invariant under a subgroup of the full symmetry group
(which may be continuous or discrete subgroups), it was
demonstrated that it is possible to systematically identify
stationary states of the energy functional [35,44], which
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may then simply be compared by directly computing the
energy. Even though there is no general proof that this
delivers all stationary states, in all known cases where an
analytical solution is available, the result matches the
energy comparison of stationary states [35,45–47].
Two kinds of stationary states with residual symmetry
exist. Inert states are stationary points of the free energy
independent of the precise form of FJ [48–52], whereas
noninert states depend on the interaction parameters of the
energy functional, requiring knowledge of its precise form.
Following the method presented in Ref. [52] in the context
of spinor Bose-Einstein condensates, both types of sta-
tionary states can be obtained from a symmetry classifi-
cation of order parameter configurations.
For the purpose of studying gap structures of multi-
component pairing states, which is the focus of this work,
these considerations lead to the important conclusion that
we can restrict to studying the class of stationary states.
This is a significant simplification, since in practice (i.e., for
paring channels with nonzero but small J), the set of
stationary states is rather tractable. Furthermore, insofar as
inert states are concerned, details of the energy functional
are unimportant. In this section, our aim is to describe how
the stationary solutions of the free energy can be derived
using symmetry principles and address their symmetry
properties. This provides the foundation for our gap
structure analysis in Sec. IV. We pay particular attention
to the cases J ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4. In this section, we also develop a
Ginzburg-Landau theory for multicomponent pairing. This
allows us to energetically compare the stationary solutions
and study how degeneracy lifting and spontaneous sym-
metry breaking can occur immediately below Tc.
A. Symmetry properties and stationary pairing states
The symmetry of the superconducting order parameter
ΔM is determined by the pairings defined in Eq. (7). For
instance, it follows from Eqs. (10) and (11) that the order
parameter transforms under Θ and P as
Θ∶ ΔM → ð−1ÞMþJΔ−M;
P∶ ΔM → ð−1ÞLΔM: ð12Þ
The transformation properties under SOð3Þ rotations are
uniquely fixed by the total angular momentum J.
The symmetry of the order parameter can be made more
transparent by adopting a representation for the pairing
states which exploits the analogy with angular momentum
states. Specifically, given the order parameter ΔM, we may
write the pairing state jΔi as
jΔi ¼
X
M
ΔMjJ;Mi: ð13Þ
In this state vector representation, the states jJ;Mi are
identified with the pairings JJMðkˆÞ of Eq. (7). From this, it
is then clear that the superconducting state transforms
under rotations in a canonical way. In particular, if R ∈
SOð3Þ is a rotation by an angle θ about an an axis n, then
the rotated state jRΔi is given byPM0 ðDRÞMM0ΔM0, where
DR ¼ expð−iθn · IÞ is the matrix representation of R and
I ¼ ðIx; Iy; IzÞT are the angular momentum-J generators
of SOð3Þ.
The state vector representation jΔi also reinforces the
interpretation of ΔM as the Cooper pair wave function.
Collecting the components ΔM in a (2J þ 1)-component
vector, we can write Δ ¼ ðΔJ;…;Δ−JÞT. (Note, however,
that for J > 1 the order parameter transforms as a rank-J
tensor.) As is clear from Eq. (13), a special class of pairing
states arises when the Cooper pair wave function only has a
single nonzero component; e.g., Δ ¼ ð0;…; 1;…; 0ÞT. The
pairing states jJ;M ¼ 0i are nonmagnetic and time-rever-
sal invariant up to an unimportant global Uð1Þ phase. For
even (and nonzero) J the M ¼ 0 states are nematic,
whereas for odd J these states are polar; the nematic
and polar axes coincide with the quantization axis (i.e., the
z axis in this case). Both the nematic and polar states are
invariant under rotations about the quantization axis. The
pairing states jJ;M ≠ 0i, which have nonzero axial angular
momentum, break time-reversal symmetry: their time-
reversed partners are jJ;−Mi. We refer to these states as
magnetic or chiral pairing states. The chiral pairing states
are eigenstates of rotations about the quantization axis with
eigenvalue e−iθM.
All pairing states given by jJ;Mi have the special
property that they are inert states of the free energy
[50–52]: they are stationary points of the energy indepen-
dent of its precise form. The states jJ;Mi have a continuous
isotropy group, where the isotropy group is defined as the
subgroup of total symmetry groupG, which leaves the state
invariant. In the case of the states jJ;Mi, the isotropy group
is isomorphic to SOð2Þ, i.e., the group of rotations about
the quantization axis. Members of SOð3Þ not part of the
isotropy group generate different but symmetry-equivalent
and energetically degenerate states. We may therefore take
the z axis as the axis of continuous rotations, without loss of
generality.
Additional inert states can be obtained by considering
discrete isotropy subgroups of SOð3Þ; the discrete sub-
groups of SOð3Þ are Cn (cyclic group rotations by an angle
2π/n about a special axis),Dn (dihedral group of Cn and an
additional orthogonal twofold axis), O (point group of the
octahedron), T (point group of the tetrahedron), and Y
(point group of the icosahedron). An example of such a
state is given by jΔD4i ¼ j2; 2i þ j2;−2i, which is a
pairing state of a J ¼ 2 superconductor with D4 symmetry.
In the process of constructing pairing states with discrete
symmetry of a specific pairing channel, one may find that
some states are not uniquely determined. To obtain a
stationary state of the free energy, one minimizes the free
energy over the manifold parametrizing these states. Such a
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stationary state is a noninert state, as it depends on the form
of the energy.
Before we proceed to the GL theory, it is worth pointing
out that instead of the magnetic basis used in Eq. (13), one
may write the pairing state jΔi in a “real” basis as
jΔi ¼
X
a
ΔajJ; ai: ð14Þ
Here, jJ; ai are chosen such that time reversal simply acts
as jJ; ai→ jJ; ai, which implies for the order parameter
Θ∶Δa → Δa. For instance, for J ¼ 1, one has a ∈ fx; y; zg,
and hence, Δ ¼ ðΔx;Δy;ΔzÞT; for J ¼ 2, one has
a ∈ fx2 − y2; 3z2 − r2; xz; yz; xyg. In this basis, time-
reversal symmetry breaking pairing states are defined by
order parameters which are not equal to their complex
conjugates (up to a phase), which connects to standard
treatments of multicomponent superconductivity. Note also
that the rank-J tensor structure of Δ is particularly trans-
parent in this basis.
B. Ginzburg-Landau theory for general J
For general angular momentum J, the free energy FJ of
the superconductor is an integral over the free-energy
density fJ,
FJ ¼
Z
d3rfJ: ð15Þ
In the GL regime (i.e., in the vicinity of Tc), where the
strength of pairing is small, the free-energy density fJ can
be expanded in powers of the order parameter Δ and its
gradients. At given order, the expansion consists of all
independent terms invariant under the symmetries of the
normal state. For our purposes it is sufficient to consider the
homogeneous part of the free-energy density and ignore
contributions from spatial inhomogeneities. Up to fourth
order in Δ, the free-energy density can be expressed in the
following general form:
fJ ¼ rjΔj2 þ ujΔj4 þ
X
K
vK
XK
N¼−K
jIKN j2; ð16Þ
where jΔj2 ¼ Δ†Δ. Here, r ∝ ðT − TcÞ, as is usual in GL
theory. [In weak coupling one has r ¼ nðεFÞðT/Tc − 1Þ,
where nðεFÞ is the density of states at the Fermi energy.]
Clearly, the first two terms depend on only the overall
magnitude ofΔ, and do not depend on the internal structure
of the order parameter. (jΔj2 is the only symmetry-allowed
term at second order.) The third term is a sum over the
magnitudes of the subsidiary order parameters IKN , where
K is an angular momentum and N the axial angular
momentum. Subsidiary order parameters are bilinears
(i.e., composites) of the superconducting order parameter
Δ and capture the broken symmetries of the superconduct-
ing state. In the present case, the subsidiary orders IKN
describe the magnetic multipole moments of the super-
conductor. For instance, superconductors with nonzero
I1;N¼1;0;−1 have a magnetic dipole moment and thus have
a chirality; superconductors with nonzero I2;N¼2;…;−2 have
a magnetic quadrupole moment. It follows that the sub-
sidiary order parameters encode the symmetry properties of
the superconductor, and are thus sensitive to the internal
structure of Δ. As a result, the GL coefficients vK are
responsible for energetically discriminating different pair-
ing states below Tc, and they favor (or disfavor) pairing
states with a certain structure of multipole moments.
As a result, the GL analysis of multicomponent super-
conductors is an analysis of the terms with interaction
parameters vK . We can write the subsidiary orders IKN as
IKN ¼ Δ†IKNΔ ¼
X
MM0
ðIKNÞMM0ΔMΔM0 ; ð17Þ
where IKN are the corresponding multipole matrices of an
angular momentum J, whose dimension ð2J þ 1Þ×
ð2J þ 1Þ therefore depends on J. The structure of the
matrices IKN is discussed in more detail in Appendix B.
(Note that the IKN are gauge invariant, as is required for
magnetic multipole order parameters.) As is clear from
Eq. (17), in the case of superconductors with Cooper pair
angular momentum J, one can form 2J distinct subsidiary
order parameters. Importantly, however, the sum over K in
Eq. (16) can be restricted to K ¼ 1;…; J. A proof of this,
which builds on Ref. [48], is provided in Appendix C.
(Note that K ¼ 0 can be excluded, as it would simply give
another term ∝ jΔj4.)
Since the subsidiary order parameters fully encode the
symmetry properties of multicomponent pairing states, they
can be used to uniquely distinguish classes of pairing states.
More precisely, if two order parameter configurations
represent the same pairing state, they are characterized
by the same pattern of subsidiary orders, up to a global
rotation. These states have the same structure of multipole
moments. If, on the other hand, two stationary states of the
free energy have distinct isotropy groups, and are therefore
different pairing states, this will be reflected in their
multipole moment signature; they will be associated with
a different structure of subsidiary order.
To establish a more concrete connection between the
stationary states and subsidiary orders, consider, for in-
stance, the pairing states jJ;Mi. The chiral pairing states
jJ;M ≠ 0i have a nonzero magnetic dipole moment pro-
portional to M along the z axis. To see this, let us define
I ¼
0
B@
Ix
Iy
Iz
1
CA ð18Þ
as the magnetic dipole moments along the x, y, z axes,
which is often referred to as chirality. These are related to
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fI11; I10; I1−1g as Iz ¼ I10 and I11 ¼ ∓ ðIx  iIyÞ/
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
.
Then, the chiral pairing states jJ;M ≠ 0i are characterized
by Iz ∝ M.
Clearly, the pairing states jJ;M ¼ 0i have vanishing
chirality. In fact, all time-reversal invariant pairing states
must have vanishing magnetic multipole moments with odd
K. Pairing states which do break time-reversal symmetry
but have vanishing chirality belong to an exotic class of
states with nonzero higher-order odd-K multipole moment.
The rotational symmetry breaking of the pairing states
jJ;M ¼ 0i is reflected in a nonzero quadrupole moment
(and, in general, higher-order even-K multipole moments).
The quadrupole moment must be invariant under the
rotations about the polar or nematic axis.
We conclude the general discussion of GL theory with a
remark regarding remaining degeneracies of the functional
Eq. (16). In Eq. (16), free-energy density is expanded up to
fourth order. While this is often sufficient to determine the
ground state below Tc, it is possible that degeneracies
(i.e., degeneracies of states with distinct symmetry) remain
at this order, which get lifted only at sixth or higher order. If
two symmetry distinct states are found to have the same
energy at fourth order, one must take the GL expansion to
the next order to find the ground state. Within the
phenomenological GL theory, higher-order terms (which
are not simply products of lower-order terms) are system-
atically and straightforwardly constructed using the multi-
pole moment subsidiary order parameters. For instance,
sixth-order invariants are simply obtained by considering
products IK1N1IK2N2IK3N3 with N1 þ N2 þ N3 ¼ 0 and
summing with the appropriate Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
to generate total singlets.
C. Examples: Application to J = 1, 2, 3, 4
Let us consider some examples, starting with the
simplest case, J ¼ 1. Writing the order parameter in the
real basis of Eq. (14) as Δ ¼ ðΔx;Δy;ΔzÞT, the free-energy
density fJ¼1 is given by
fJ¼1 ¼ rjΔj2 þ ujΔj4 þ v1
X
M
jΔ†I1MΔj2: ð19Þ
The superconducting state below Tc is controlled by a
single GL interaction coefficient v1, giving rise to two
possible ground states [53]. The first is a nonmagnetic polar
state favored when v1 > 0; the second, favored when
v1 < 0, is chiral and maximizes the magnetic dipole
moment.
To see this more clearly, consider the chirality I of
Eq. (18), where Ia ¼ Δ†IaΔ, with I z ¼ I10 and I11 ¼
∓ ðIx  iIyÞ/
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
. The matrix elements of Ix;y;z have a
very simple form, given by
ðIaÞbc ¼ −iϵabc; a; b; c ∈ fx; y; zg: ð20Þ
As a result, one finds I ¼ ðIx; Iy; IzÞT ¼ −iΔ × Δ. In
units where the pairing amplitude is set to 1, i.e., jΔj2 ¼ 1,
the solutions of Eq (19) are given by I ¼ 0 (v1 > 0) and
jIj ¼ 1 (v1 < 0). In terms of Eq. (13) these solutions are
simply expressed as the polar pairing state j1; 0i and the
chiral pairing state j1; 1i. (Note that j1;−1i is related to
j1; 1i by a twofold rotation about the x axis.)
Next, we turn to the five-component J ¼ 2 supercon-
ductor. The corresponding five-component order parameter
is defined as
Δ ¼ ðΔx2−y2 ;Δ3z2−r2 ;Δyz;Δzx;ΔxyÞT; ð21Þ
and the free-energy density fJ¼2 takes the form
fJ¼2 ¼ rjΔj2 þ ujΔj4 þ v1
X
M
jΔ†I1MΔj2
þ v2
X
M
jΔ†I2MΔj2; ð22Þ
where now v1;2 are two GL interaction coefficients. This
GL energy functional was analytically solved by Mermin
[45], who studied a purely orbital L ¼ 2 d-wave order
parameter, and was reconsidered by Sauls and Serene in the
context of an ðL; S; JÞ ¼ ð1; 1; 2Þ (or 3P2) order parameter
for massive neutron stars [54].
To consider the free-energy minima, it is convenient for
the present purpose to follow the symmetry classification
approach of Ref. [52]. Of the stationary states of fJ¼2, only
a subset of four corresponds to minima; the remaining
states are saddle points. Two of these minima are inert
states with a continuous symmetry group SOð2Þ. They are
given by jΔ2i ¼ j2; 2i and jΔ0i ¼ j2; 0i, or alternatively, in
the real basis of Eq. (21) by
Δ2 ¼ ð1; 0; 0; 0; iÞT/
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
ð23Þ
and
Δ0 ¼ ð0; 1; 0; 0; 0ÞT/
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
: ð24Þ
Whereas the former is chiral and has I ¼ ð0; 0; IzÞT ¼
ð0; 0; 2ÞT, the latter state is nematic with vanishing dipole
moment.
The two remaining states corresponding to free-energy
minima have discrete symmetry: the state jΔTi ¼ ðj2; 2i þ
j2;−2iÞ/2þ ij2; 0i/ ﬃﬃﬃ2p has tetrahedral symmetry and the
state jΔD4i ¼ ðj2; 2i þ j2;−2iÞ/
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
has dihedral D4 sym-
metry. In the real basis these take the form
ΔT ¼ ð1;
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
i; 0; 0; 1ÞT/2 ð25Þ
and
ΔD4 ¼ ð1; 0; 0; 0; 0ÞT; ð26Þ
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respectively. Neither of these two states has a magnetic
dipole moment: I ¼ 0 for both states. The tetrahedral state,
nevertheless, breaks time-reversal symmetry, as is signaled
by the relative phase in Eq. (25), and this is reflected in a
nonzero octupole moment I3N . The dihedral state is time-
reversal invariant and its lowest nonzero multipole moment
is quadrupolar.
Even though they have different symmetry, the nematic
state Eq. (24) and the dihedral state are similar in the sense
that they both are time-reversal invariant and have non-
vanishing quadrupole moment I2N . In fact, these states are
known as the uniaxial and biaxial nematic states, and they
remain degenerate in energy to fourth order in the GL
expansion [45]. The lifting of this degeneracy occurs at
higher order in the expansion. That such a degeneracy
lifting should occur is expected from the gap structures of
these states, as we demonstrate in the next section. Within
weak-coupling BCS theory, it was found that the uniaxial
nematic pairing is favored below Tc [32].
Finally, we briefly discuss the cases J ¼ 3 and J ¼ 4.
The free-energy densities follow directly from Eq. (16) and
are straightforward generalizations of Eqs. (19) and (22).
Here, we do not quote their expressions explicitly, but
instead focus our attention on the set of stationary states in
these higher angular momentum channels. Clearly, the
pairing states j3;Mi and j4;Mi are stationary states with
a continuous symmetry group. In addition to these, a
number of stationary states with discrete symmetry and
total angular momentum J ¼ 3 and J ¼ 4 exist. To
illustrate this, let us consider the inert stationary states
with discrete symmetry. For J ¼ 3 there are two such
states, with octahedral O and dihedral D6 symmetry,
given by
jΔOi ¼ j3; 2i − j3;−2i; ð27Þ
jΔD6i ¼j3; 3i þ j3;−3i: ð28Þ
In the case of J ¼ 4 pairing, there are one octahedral, one
tetrahedral, and three dihedral states, given by
jΔOi ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
5
p
j4; 4i þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
14
p
j4; 0i þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
5
p
j4;−4i; ð29Þ
jΔTi ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
7
p
j4; 4i þ 2i
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
j4; 2i −
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
10
p
j4; 0i
þ2i
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
j4;−2i þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
7
p
j4;−4i; ð30Þ
jΔD8i ¼j4; 4i − j4;−4i; ð31Þ
jΔD6i ¼j4; 3i − j4;−3i; ð32Þ
jΔD4i ¼j4; 2i þ j4;−2i: ð33Þ
(Note that we have not been concerned with normaliza-
tion.) The tetrahedral state has the same symmetry as the
state of Eq. (25). Except for this tetrahedral state, all these
inert states correspond to time-reversal invariant pairing
states. Apart from inert states, the J ¼ 3, 4 pairing channels
admit a number of noninert states, which we do not list
exhaustively here. An example is considered in Sec. IV,
where we present our gap structure analysis and classi-
fication; in particular, the gap structures of all inert states
listed here are considered.
Insofar as the energetics of these J ¼ 3, 4 pairing states
with discrete symmetry is concerned, we make a general
observation. Since octahedral (i.e., cubic) symmetry forbids
a quadrupole moment, and time-reversal symmetry forbids
both a dipole and an octupole moment, the octahedral
states jΔOi have vanishing
P
N jIKN j2 for K ¼ 1, 2, 3 [see
Eq. (16)]. For the case J ¼ 3, this implies that the
octahedral pairing state minimizes the GL free energy
when v1;2;3 > 0. Similarly, for the case J ¼ 4 it is possible
to show that the octahedral pairing state minimizes the GL
free energy when v1;2;3 > 0 and v4 < 0, since the octahe-
dral state maximizes the total hexadecapole momentP
N jI4N j2. This observation can be viewed as an example
of the general utility of expressing the energy functional in
terms of quantities directly reflecting the pairing symmetry.
IV. QUASIPARTICLE GAP STRUCTURES
AND TOPOLOGY
Based on the analysis of possible pairing ground states,
in this section we turn to a detailed analysis of their
quasiparticle gap structures, where we focus in particular
on the associated topological quantum numbers. In three
dimensions, four generic types of pairing gap structures can
be distinguished: (i) a full pairing gap, (ii) bulk point
nodes (codimension-3 nodes), (iii) bulk line nodes (codi-
mension-2 nodes), and (iv) Bogoliubov Fermi surfaces
(codimension-1 nodes). Gap structures of the latter kind
have recently been introduced in Ref. [30], where it was
shown that these nodal degeneracies of codimension-1 are
topologically stable in parity-even multiband superconduc-
tors with spontaneously broken time-reversal symmetry.
Bulk point nodes correspond to Berry curvature monop-
oles in momentum space and must therefore come in pairs
of opposite monopole charge [55,56]. In superconductors
particle-hole symmetry (Ξ) imposes the constraint that a
point nodal degeneracy at momentum K on the Fermi
surface must have a partner at −K (e.g., the antipodal point
on a spherical Fermi surface) with opposite monopole
charge. If the quasiparticle spectrum consists of a single
pair of point nodes, or more generally, multiple non-
degenerate pairs, the low-energy gapless quasiparticles
obey the Majorana equation of motion and realize itinerant
Majorana fermions in three dimensions [37,57,58].
Different nodal gap structures arise when symmetries
force pairs of point nodes to be degenerate. For instance,
when time-reversal symmetry Θ is present, each point node
must be degenerate with a node of opposite Berry
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monopole charge. Such point nodes can be called Dirac
points, by analogy with Dirac semimetals, realizing Dirac
superconductors [59]. A second kind of degenerate point
nodes occurs when the degenerate nodes have the same
monopole charge, as is the case in the canonical example of
the superfluid 3He A phase [13].
These general considerations demonstrate that the topo-
logical properties of the quasiparticle spectrum are inex-
tricably linked to the symmetry of superconducting state, as
symmetries can put constraints on the gap structure. In
particular, the parity of the superconducting state plays a
crucial role: time-reversal invariant topological supercon-
ductors (with a full pairing gap) must have odd-parity
pairing [10,11]. Similarly, the parity of the pairing state is
known to determine whether line nodes are stable degen-
eracies [60,61].
An analysis of gap structure topology must therefore
clearly discriminate superconducting states with different
symmetry. Accordingly, our derivation and classification of
topological pairing states is built on the symmetry classi-
fication of stationary pairing states presented in the
previous section.
The organization of this section reflects this. We begin
by both reviewing and establishing a number of general
implications of symmetry-mandated constraints on gap
structures. Armed with these, we then carefully examine
the gap structures of single-component J ¼ 0 supercon-
ductors (Sec. IV C), multicomponent M ¼ 0 pairing
states (Sec. IV D), multicomponent chiral pairing states
(Sec. IV E), and, finally, pairing states with discrete
symmetry (Sec. IV F).
To describe and study the quasiparticle gap structures of
pairing states, we adopt the mean-field formalism and
define the Nambu spinor
χk ¼

ck
T c†T−k

: ð34Þ
The superconducting mean-field Hamiltonian then takes
the form
H ¼ 1
2
X
k
χ†kHk χk; ð35Þ
with Hk given by
Hk ¼

hk Δk
Δ†k −hk

¼ hkτz þ Δkτþ þ Δ†kτ−: ð36Þ
Here, hk is the Luttinger Hamiltonian of Eq. (2), Δk is the
pairing potential, and we have introduced a set of Pauli
matrices τz and τ ¼ ðτx  iτyÞ/2 acting on Nambu space.
The pairing potential Δk follows from the pairing
Hamiltonian in Eq. (8) and is given by
Δk ¼

k
kF

LX
M
ΔMJJMðkˆÞ: ð37Þ
As stated earlier, we focus on the gap structures of order
parameter configurations Δ ¼ ðΔJ;…;Δ−JÞT correspond-
ing to the possible mean-field ground states which were
obtained in the previous section; pairing states that do not
correspond to free-energy extrema are not considered.
At this stage, it is useful to consider the discrete
symmetry properties of the HamiltonianHk.Hk possesses
a manifest particle-hole symmetry defined as Ξ ¼ CK,
where K is complex conjugation and C is a unitary matrix
given by
C ¼

T †
T

: ð38Þ
Specifically, the Hamiltonian satisfies
CHkC
† ¼ −H−k: ð39Þ
Furthermore, depending on the parity of the orbital angular
momentum L, the pairing potential is either even or odd
under inversion; i.e.,
PΔkP† ¼ Δ−k; ð40Þ
where P acts as the identity. For odd-parity pairing
states, the inversion can be redefined as P acting as τz,
such that the Hamiltonian Hk is inversion symmetric,
PHkP† ¼ H−k. This implies, however, that P and Ξ do
not commute, but instead satisfy the anticommutation
relation fΞ;Pg ¼ 0.
A time-reversal symmetric pairing potential satisfies
T ΔkT † ¼ Δ−k. Since the pairing potential also obeys
Fermi statistics, expressed as Δk ¼ ΔT−k, time-reversal
invariance implies that the pairing potential is Hermitian:
Δ†k ¼ Δk. As a result, time-reversal invariant supercon-
ductors in three dimensions (Altland-Zirnbauer class DIII)
admit a Z topological classification in terms of a winding
number [5,62]. Any improper spatial symmetry, i.e., an
inversion or mirror symmetry, forces the winding number
to be zero, and this has led to the important insight that
time-reversal invariant topological superconductors in three
dimensions must have odd-parity pairing symmetry
[10,11]. In particular, when the Fermi surface (or, more
generally, the set of disconnected Fermi surfaces) encloses
an odd number of time-reversal invariant momenta, a fully
gapped odd-parity superconductor is a topological super-
conductor. This is a powerful corollary which we can
directly apply to the present case where we consider a
single (either valence or conduction band) Fermi surface
around Γ.
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The mean-field Hamiltonian of Eq. (36) is expressed in
the orbital basis; since we are interested in pairing on the
Fermi surface, it is advantageous to rewrite it in the band
basis, defined by the fk and dk operators. The quasiparticle
operators ck and c
†
k can then be expressed in terms of fk
and dk as
ck ¼ Vkfk þWkdk; c†k ¼ f†kV†k þ d†kW†k; ð41Þ
where the matrices Vk and Wk contain the eigenvectors
of the valence band and conduction band states, respec-
tively. We choose a basis such that the Fermi sur-
face pseudospin degrees of freedom transform under Θ
and P as ΘfkμΘ−1 ¼ ϵμνf−kν and PfkμP−1 ¼ f−kμ. (See
Appendix D for explicit expressions.) Using Eq. (41) we
rewrite H in the band basis as
H ¼ 1
2
X
k
ðψ†k φ†k Þ

Hvvk H
vc
k
Hcvk H
cc
k

ψk
φk

; ð42Þ
where ψk and ϕk are Nambu spinors for the band operators,
i.e.,
ψk ¼

fk
ϵf†T−k

; φk ¼

dk
ϵd†T−k

: ð43Þ
The projection of Hk onto the valence band, denoted Hvvk ,
is given by
Hvvk ¼

εvk V
†
kΔkVk
V†kΔ
†
kVk −εvk

; ð44Þ
and Hcck is simply obtained from the substitutions v↔ c
and Vk ↔ Wk. The off-diagonal blocks, which represent a
pairing-induced coupling of the valence and conduction
bands, take the form
Hvck ¼ ðHvck Þ† ¼

0 V†kΔkWk
V†kΔ
†
kWk 0

: ð45Þ
To describe pairing within the valence one can simply
project out the conduction band and take Eq. (44). This
ignores the effects of coupling to the conduction band
captured by Eq. (45) and potentially misses qualitative
features of the gap structure with topological origin [30].
Let us therefore take a more formal approach which can
account for all constraints imposed by the symmetry of the
system. The resolvent corresponding to Hk takes the form
Gðk;ωÞ ¼ ðω −HkÞ−1 ¼

Gvv Gvc
Gcv Gcc

: ð46Þ
Using the properties of the resolvent, its valence band block
is obtained as
Gvvðk;ωÞ ¼ ½ω − H˜vvk ðωÞ−1; ð47Þ
where the effective Hamiltonian H˜vvk ðωÞ is given by
H˜vvk ðωÞ ¼ Hvvk þHvck ðω −Hcck Þ−1Hcvk : ð48Þ
The poles of Eq. (47) still give the exact eigenenergies as
long as the corresponding eigenstates have nonzero support
on the valence band states. Since pairing is typically
assumed to involve states on the Fermi surface, and one
is interested in small energies ω compared to the Fermi
energy, the effective Hamiltonian can be expanded to
lowest order in ω/εc, where εc is the energy of the
conduction band at momenta on the Fermi surface.
Importantly, a number of properties of the effective valence
band pairing Hamiltonian Eq. (48) can be established by
simply invoking symmetry arguments.
First, note that symmetries of the normal state, by
definition, do not mix conduction and valence band states,
implying that their action is block diagonal in the ðψk;φkÞT
basis. Second, note that Eq. (48) together with the poles of
Gvvðk;ωÞ implicitly defines the full effective pairing
potential Δ˜k of the valence band, where Δ˜k is a 2 × 2
matrix in pseudospin space. The symmetry properties ofΔk
[Eq. (37)] carry over to Δ˜k. In particular, given our choice
of pseudospin basis, for even-parity (þ) and odd-parity (−)
pairing one has Δ˜k ¼ Δ˜−k, and time-reversal symmetric
pairing implies ϵΔ˜kϵT ¼ Δ˜−k. In combination with Fermi
statistics, time-reversal symmetry leads to a Hermitian
pairing potential Δ˜†k ¼ Δ˜k.
Then, in the case of odd-parity pairing, Δ˜k may be
expanded in pseudospin Pauli matrices sx;y;z as
Δ˜k ¼ gðkÞ · s, where gðkÞ ¼ gðkÞ ¼ −gð−kÞ is real.
We would like to consider constraints imposed on gðkÞ
by mirror symmetries. To this end, we must establish how
the valence band pseudospin states transform under mirror
symmetry. Using the pseudospin basis presented in
Appendix D, we find that the pseudospin matrix repre-
sentations OMx and OMy of the mirror symmetries
Mx∶ x → −x and My∶ y → −y take the simple form
OMx ¼ −isx; OMy ¼ −isy: ð49Þ
This proves that a pseudospin basis exists such that the
pseudospin transforms as an ordinary spin under mirror
symmetry, and immediately implies that mirror symmetry
imposes constraints on the gap function. Specifically,
on the mirror plane g must be normal to the mirror
plane. Moreover, since the equation gxðkÞ ¼ 0 has a
one-parameter family of solutions on a yz mirror plane,
the valence band gap structure has mirror symmetry-
protected point nodes where the solutions of gxðkÞ ¼ 0
intersect the Fermi surface [60]. These point nodes must be
degenerate due to time-reversal symmetry.
We have thus obtained the result that time-reversal
invariant odd-parity pairing states with a mirror symmetry
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generically have degenerate point nodes (with opposite
Berry monopole charge). The point nodes are protected by
mirror symmetry [59,60,63].
A. Pairing states with a rotation axis
We learn from Sec. III that pairing states of multi-
component superconductors generically have special axes
of rotation symmetry. These may be principal axes of
continuous rotations or (a set of equivalent) discrete
rotation axes. At Fermi surface momenta which lie on
the rotation axis, rotation symmetry can give rise to
constraints on the gap structure, leading to point nodal
degeneracies and gapless quasiparticle excitations [57].
Therefore, to study the gap structure of superconductors
with a rotation axis, we develop a symmetry-based theory
for the quasiparticle spectrum in the vicinity of the rotation-
invariant Fermi surface momenta, which we denote K;
see Fig. 1. In most cases we will be able to chooseK along
the z axis, without loss of generality, in which case K ¼
kFv;czˆ [Fig. 1(a)]. Here,K ¼ kFv;c is the Fermi momentum
of a valence or conduction band Fermi surface, and is given
by
kFc ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2mμ
κ1 þ κ2
s
; kFv ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2mμ
κ1 − κ2
s
: ð50Þ
In the case of a valence band Fermi surface (a case we
will often consider as an example), we expand the Nambu
spinor ψk in small momenta q around K and define the
spinor Ψqμ as
Ψqμ ¼
0
BBBBB@
fq1μ
fq2μ
f†−q1μ
f†−q2μ
1
CCCCCA≡
0
BBBBB@
fKþqμ
f−Kþqμ
f†K−qμ
f†−K−qμ
1
CCCCCA; ð51Þ
where we introduce the label 1, 2 for the nodal degree of
freedom K. Recall that for the valence band μ ¼ ↑;↓
refers to the  3
2
pseudospin states. Here, the quantization
axis is chosen along the rotation axis defined by K,
such that under rotations by an angle θ one has
CθfK↑;↓C−1θ ¼ ei3θ/2fK↑;↓. Similarly, in the case of a
conduction band Fermi surface, we collect the conduction
band degrees of freedom close to K in the spinor Φqμ,
given by
Φqμ ¼
0
BBBBB@
dq1μ
dq2μ
d†−q1μ
d†−q2μ
1
CCCCCA≡
0
BBBBB@
dKþqμ
d−Kþqμ
d†K−qμ
d†−K−qμ
1
CCCCCA: ð52Þ
Note that now, however, the pseudospin label μ ¼ ↑;↓
refers to the  1
2
states, such that under rotations one
has CθdK↑;↓C−1θ ¼ eiθ/2dK↑;↓.
Expanded in these degrees of freedom, the Luttinger
Hamiltonian of Eq. (2) takes the form
H0 ≃
1
2
X
q
Ψ†qhv;cq Ψq þ
1
2
X
q
Φ†qhcqΦq; ð53Þ
depending on whether one is considering a valence band or
conduction band Fermi surface. Here, hv;cq are given by
hv;cq ¼
0
BB@
εv;cq
εv;c−q
−εv;c−q
−εv;cq
1
CCA; ð54Þ
with εv;cq ≡ εv;cKq. Note that we use the inversion symmetry
of the normal state: εv;ck ¼ εv;c−k.
Now, let us specifically consider a valence band Fermi
surface. The dispersion εvq can be expanded in small q as
εvq ¼ vFvq · Kˆþ
κ1 − κ2
2m
ðKˆ × qÞ2; ð55Þ
where Kˆ ¼ K/kFv and vFv is the valence band Fermi
velocity. If K is along the z axis, this reduces to
εvq ¼ vFvqz þ
κ1 − κ2
2m
ðq2x þ q2yÞ: ð56Þ
(a) (b)
FIG. 1. Fermi surface and rotation axis. (a) Schematic repre-
sentation of the Fermi surface (blue sphere) and the rotation axis
along the z direction (red solid line). In most cases, in particular in
the case of the pairing states jJ;Mi, one may take the rotation
axis along zˆ. The Fermi surface momenta on the rotation axis are
K ¼ kFvzˆ (or kFczˆ in the case of the conduction band).
(b) In general, the axis of special rotational symmetry may be
arbitrary. In the case of pairing states with discrete symmetry,
there may be more than one discrete rotation axis, which is
familiar from crystal point groups.
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Note that the conduction band constitutes a high-energy
subspace, located at energy εcK ¼ μðκ1 þ κ2Þ/ðκ1 − κ2Þ.
Next, consider the pairing at and close to K. We
distinguish two cases: even-parity pairing and odd-parity
pairing. Even-parity pairing states have total spin S ¼ 0, 2
(see Sec. II B), which, when projected onto the valence
band, implies pseudospin-singlet pairing. To describe even-
parity pairing in the vicinity of K, we define the
pseudospin-singlet operator F†sðqÞ as
F†sðqÞ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðf†q1↑f†−q2↓ − f†q1↓f†−q2↑Þ: ð57Þ
Odd-parity pairing states have total spin S ¼ 1, 3, and
consequently have pseudospin-triplet structure when pro-
jected onto the valence band. In accordance, we define the
three pseudospin-triplet operators as
F†tþðqÞ ¼ f†q1↑f†−q2↑;
F†t0ðqÞ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðf†q1↑f†−q2↓ þ f†q1↓f†−q2↑Þ;
F†t−ðqÞ ¼ f†q1↓f†−q2↓: ð58Þ
In addition to these pairing operators, in order to capture the
full low-energy structure of pairing in the valence band, we
define the following effective Zeeman-type spin-split
operator:
FZðqÞ ¼
X
j¼1;2
f†qj↑fqj↑ − f
†
qj↓fqj↓: ð59Þ
Such effective splitting of the pseudospin states can arise as
a result of a pairing-induced coupling of the conduction
band and valence band, see Eq. (45), and therefore relies on
the multiband nature of quadratic semimetal. Clearly,
FZðqÞ can be present only if time-reversal symmetry is
broken.
With the definition of these operators, the projected
pairing Hamiltonian in the case of even-spin pairing takes
the form
HΔ ≃
X
q
½ΔqsF†sðqÞ þ H:c: þ δ
X
q
FZðqÞ; ð60Þ
whereas for odd-spin pairing it is given by
HΔ ≃
X
q
½ΔqþF†tþðqÞ þ Δq−F†t−ðqÞ þ Δq0F†t0ðqÞ
þ H:c: þ δ
X
q
FZðqÞ: ð61Þ
It follows from Eq. (59) that δ ∼ jΔj2/εcK. The general
program for the remaining parts of this section which
pertain to pairings with a rotation axis is to derive
constraints imposed by symmetry on effective low-energy
gap functions. In Appendix E we show how to obtain these
gap functions from any particular pairing potential Δk
[Eq. (37)] by explicitly projecting onto the low-energy
degrees of freedom.
B. Spin-selective versus spin-degenerate pairing
In the familiar case of spin j ¼ 1
2
pairing, Cooper pairs
can be in a spin-singlet (S ¼ 0) or spin-triplet (S ¼ 1) state
(assuming parity is a good quantum number). The quasi-
particle spectrum of a spin-singlet superconductor is
manifestly twofold spin degenerate. In contrast, spin-
triplet superconductors are either unitary or nonunitary.
Nonunitary superconductors necessarily break time-
reversal symmetry and have the property that the two spin
species have different quasiparticle spectra; i.e., the spec-
trum is not manifestly degenerate. The latter can have
important implications for the gap structure, as it is a
necessary condition for nondegenerate point nodes to exist.
We note in passing that the converse is not true: time-
reversal symmetry breaking does not necessarily imply
nonunitary pairing. In spin-orbit coupled systems, however,
time-reversal symmetry breaking generically leads to non-
unitary pairing, since symmetry-allowed terms in the gap
function (which reflect spin-orbit coupling) generically
give different pairing for spin-up and spin-down.
The notion of degenerate and nondegenerate quasipar-
ticle spectra can be generalized to pairing states of j ¼ 3
2
fermions. We call pairing states with a nondegenerate
quasiparticle spectrum spin-selective pairing states, and
states with a manifestly twofold degenerate spectrum spin-
degenerate pairing states. (Note that the distinction “uni-
tary” versus “nonunitary” is specific to spin-1
2
pairing.)
Clearly, spin-selective versus spin-degenerate pairing per-
tains to the spin structure of the Cooper pairs. Spin-
selective pairing states should be understood as states
described by a pairing potential which contains SSMS
and SS;−MS in an asymmetric way.
Since time-reversal symmetry guarantees a twofold
degenerate spectrum, spin-selective pairing states must
break time-reversal symmetry. In general, the converse is
certainly not true. As in the aforementioned case of j ¼ 1
2
systems, however, spin-orbit coupling generically leads to
spin-selective pairing when time-reversal symmetry is
broken. To see this in the present context, one may consider
the irreducible spin-orbit coupled pairings given by Eq. (7).
A given pairing JJM withM ≠ 0 is an asymmetric sum over
orbital and spin angular momentum. For instance, the
pairing J31 ¼ c1Y11S30 þ c2Y10S31 þ c3Y1;−1S32 (c1;2;3
are unimportant Clebsch-Gordan coefficients) contains
S31 and S32 but neither S3;−1 nor S3;−2. This implies
different pairing for spin species related by time-reversal
symmetry and thus constitutes spin-selective pairing.
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C. Gap structures of single-component
J = 0 superconductors
For completeness we briefly review the total angular
momentum J ¼ 0 pairings, which were considered and
characterized in Refs. [25,26]. Four different J ¼ 0 pair-
ings exist, corresponding to combinations ðL; SÞ ¼ ð0; 0Þ;
ð1; 1Þ; ð2; 2Þ; ð3; 3Þ. All of these are time-reversal invariant
and fully gapped. As a result, the odd-parity pairing states
realize topological superconductors in class DIII and may
be viewed as higher spin analogs 3He B phase.
They are, however, different from the 3He B phase in a
crucial way, which depends on the structure of the Fermi
surface. Both Refs. [25,26] have reported that in the case of
a pseudospin  3
2
Fermi surface (a valence band Fermi
surface, in the present context), the Z winding number
characterizing the odd-parity J ¼ 0 topological supercon-
ductor is 3, making it topologically distinct form the 3He
B phase. This distinction is expressed through the surface
state spectrum.
The even-parity J ¼ 0 pairing states are topologically
trivial; Table II summarizes the properties of J ¼ 0 pairings
studied in Refs. [25,26].
D. Gap structure of nonchiral M = 0 superconductors
As we discuss in Sec. III A, the pairing states jJ; 0i are
time-reversal invariant (up to a phase) and therefore spin
degenerate. As far as spatial symmetries are concerned, the
states jJ; 0i can be distinguished by two symmetry quan-
tum numbers: the parity of L (i.e., even or odd under
inversion) and the parity of J. The parity of J determines
whether jJ; 0i is even or odd with respect to twofold
rotation about an axis perpendicular to the quantization
axis. Without loss of generality, we take the latter to be the z
axis. One then has that jJ; 0i is even (odd) under a twofold
rotation about an axis in the xy plane when J is even (odd).
This is why we may call even-J states nematic and odd-J
states polar.
Importantly, since mirror reflections in a plane that
contains the z axis are the product of inversion and
perpendicular twofold rotations, the parity of L and J also
determines the mirror symmetry properties of jJ; 0i. The
mirror symmetry properties have important consequences
for the gap structures of both even-parity and odd-parity
pairing states.
We first consider odd-parity pairing (i.e., L odd). Then,
the pairing states jJ; 0i are even (odd) under mirror
reflections in planes perpendicular to the xy plane when
J is odd (even). For instance, the state j2; 0i is odd under
mirror symmetry. This directly leads us to an important
observation: odd-parity pairing states jJ; 0i with even J
have neither an inversion symmetry nor a mirror symmetry,
and, as a result, there are no constraints on the gap function
which might enforce nodal degeneracies. We conclude that
these pairing states have a full pairing gap on the Fermi
surface and are time-reversal invariant topological pairing
states in class DIII. Notably, these topological supercon-
ductors are different from the J ¼ 0 superconductors
mentioned in Sec. IV C, since the former break rotation
symmetry and have a nematic axis.
Because of the presence of a mirror symmetry, the gap
structure of odd-parity pairing states jJ; 0i with odd J is
different. As discussed earlier in this section, see also
Eq. (49), mirror symmetries force the pairing gap to vanish
at points on the Fermi surface. In the present case, since the
jJ; 0i have a continuous rotation symmetry about the z axis,
the point nodes are located on the z axis, i.e., at
K ¼ kFvzˆ; see Sec. IVA. To demonstrate this in more
detail, we rearrange the spinor components of Ψq↑;↓ in
Eq. (51) and define Ψq1;2 as
Ψq1 ¼
 fq1
ϵf†T−q2

; Ψq2 ¼
 fq2
ϵf†T−q1

: ð62Þ
The low-energy pairing Hamiltonian near K, defined in
Eq. (61), can be expressed as
HΔ ≃
1
2
X
q
½Ψ†q1ðΔqτþ þ Δ†qτ−ÞΨq1
−Ψ†q2ðΔ−qτþ þ Δ†−qτ−ÞΨq2; ð63Þ
where we recall that τ ¼ ðτx  iτyÞ/2, and Δq is given by
Δq ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p Δq0sz − Δqþsþ þ Δq−s−: ð64Þ
Here, as before, sz and s ¼ ðsx  isyÞ/2 are Pauli matrices
in pseudospin space. Rotation symmetry and mirror sym-
metry impose constraints on the three functions
fΔqþ;Δq0;Δq−g. [Note that the action of mirror sym-
metries on the pseudospin degrees of freedom is deter-
mined in Eq. (49).] In particular, under rotations Cθz by an
angle θ the spin matrices transform as Cθz∶ s → e3iθs;
sz is left invariant. As a result, to lowest linear order in q
one finds Δq0 ¼ 0 and Δq ∝ Δðqx ∓ iqyÞ3, where Δ is
the pairing amplitude. This not only shows that the pairing
gap vanishes on the rotation z axis, but also proves that the
quasiparticle dispersion is cubic in momenta qx;y in
directions orthogonal to the rotation axis.
TABLE II. Total angular momentum J ¼ 0 pairing. Gap
structure topology of fully gapped single-component pairing
states with total angular momentum J ¼ 0. See Refs. [25,26].
Parity ðL; SÞ Gap structure topology
Even (0,0), (2,2) Fully gapped, trivial in class DIII
Odd (1,1), (3,3) Fully gapped, class DIII topological
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Similarly, one may consider Eq. (64) for the pseudospin
 1
2
Fermi surface, in which case the Hamiltonian Eq. (63)
should be expressed in terms of spinors Φq1;2 defined
in analogy with Eq. (62). One then finds that Δq0 ¼ 0
and Δq ∝ Δðqx ∓ iqyÞ, implying that the quasiparticle
dispersion is linear in all directions away from K.
We can express this in terms of a HamiltonianHq for the
low-energy quasiparticles at K. Introducing a set of Pauli
matrices σx;y;z for the nodal degree of freedom, i.e., σz ¼
1 for K, and including the normal state contribution of
Eq. (54), one finds thatHq, in the basis of Ψq↑;↓ [defined in
Eq. (51)], takes the form
Hq ¼ vFvqzσz þ Δσx½ðq3þ þ q3−Þτx þ iðq3þ − q3−Þszτy;
ð65Þ
where q ¼ ðqx  iqyÞ. A Hamiltonian of this form
describes Dirac quasiparticles with cubic dispersion. We
thus draw the important conclusion that the pseudospin  3
2
gap structure of odd-parity pairing states jJ; 0iwith odd J is
given by triple-Dirac points on the rotation axis.
For the pseudospin  1
2
states, on the other hand, the
Hamiltonian for the low-energy gapless quasiparticles is
obtained as
Hq ¼ vFvqzσz þ vΔσxðqxτx − qyszτyÞ; ð66Þ
where vΔ is an effective velocity in the x, y directions, set
by the pairing strength. Hamiltonian Eq. (66) shows that the
low-energy quasiparticles are governed by a Dirac equation
with linear dispersion.
As an example of an odd-parity pairing state jJ; 0iwhich
gives rise to Dirac points on the rotation axis, one may
consider the state j3; 0i given by
j3; 0i ¼ J30 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
1
2
r
ðY11S3;−1 − Y1;−1S31Þ: ð67Þ
Here, Y1;1 ¼ Y1;1ðkˆÞ are spherical harmonics. Since
Y1;1 ∝ ðkx  ikyÞ, it is clear that the quasiparticle spec-
trum remains gapless on the rotation z axis.
Similarly, one may consider simple examples of odd-
parity pairing states with a full gap on the Fermi surface.
The pairing state j2; 0i, for instance, takes the form
j2;0i¼J20¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
6
p ðY11S1;−1þ2Y10S10þY1;−1S11Þ: ð68Þ
This can be rewritten as. j2; 0i ∝ 2kzSz − kxSx − kySy,
showing that it is one of the five components of a
rank-2 traceless symmetric tensor. In contrast to
Eq. (67), the pairing does not vanish along the rotation z
axis. It is straightforward to verify that Eq. (68) gives rise
to a full pairing gap on the Fermi surface. Note that the
pairing of Eq. (68) derives from the coupling of orbital
angular momentum L ¼ 1 and spin angular momentum
S ¼ 1. The same pairing state may, for instance, be realized
in the ðL; S; JÞ ¼ ð1; 3; 2Þ channel and takes the form
J20 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
7
r 
Y11S3;−1 −
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
Y10S30 þ Y1;−1S31

: ð69Þ
We now come to even-parity jJ; 0i pairing states. Once
more, mirror reflections prove to be important. The even-
parity pairing states are odd (even) under mirror reflections
in planes perpendicular to the xy plane when J is odd
(even). First, consider odd J. States with odd J are odd
under mirror reflections and this forces the gap function to
vanish on any of these mirror planes. (Note that even-parity
pairing states are pseudospin singlets.) Since the states
jJ; 0i have a continuous rotation symmetry about the z axis,
this implies that the pairing gap vanishes on the entire
Fermi surface. As a result, the even-parity pairing states
jJ; 0i with odd J remain fully gapless.
Finally, the even-parity states jJ; 0i with even J are
mirror symmetric and generically have line nodes. The
latter simply follows from the fact that the pseudospin-
singlet gap function must have sign changes on the Fermi
surface.
These results are summarized in Table III. It is important
to point out that these results are independent of whether a
valence band or conduction band Fermi surface is consid-
ered. In particular, Eqs. (63) and (64), and subsequent
analysis, remain valid when applied to a conduction band
Fermi surface.
E. Low-energy gap structure of chiral pairing states
We proceed to another class of stationary states: the
chiral pairing states jJ;Mi with nonzero M. These states
break time-reversal symmetry, and since jJ;Mi and
TABLE III. Gap structure of jJ; 0i pairing states. Gap structures
topology of multicomponent time-reversal invariant pairing states
with M ¼ 0 axial angular momentum. Odd-parity pairing states
with odd J have bulk nodes with gapless quasiparticles described
by the Hamiltonian of either Eq. (65) or Eq. (66). Notably, the
odd-parity states with even J are fully gapped topological
superconductors in class DIII, which break rotational symmetry
and have subsidiary nematic order. Note that the results sum-
marized here are not specific to the valence band Fermi surface,
but also hold for a conduction band Fermi surface (i.e., electron
doping).
Parity J Gap structure topology
Even Even Line nodes
Odd Fully gapless, no pairing
Odd Even Fully gapped, class DIII topological
Odd Point nodes, Dirac superconductor
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jJ;−Mi are time-reversed partners, we only have to
consider M ≥ 1. The key symmetry property of the chiral
states is their eigenvalue of rotation about the quantization
axis, which depends on the axial angular momentumM. As
discussed in Sec. III A, we can take the z axis as the rotation
axis. Then, focusing on K ¼ kFvzˆ, in this section the
aim is to derive the constraints on the gap functionsΔqs and
fΔqþ;Δq0;Δq−g of Eqs. (60) and (61) imposed by rotation
symmetry.
Rotation symmetry imposes the constraint that the
orbital angular momentum of the low-energy gap functions
Δqs and fΔqþ;Δq0;Δq−g must match the axial angular
momentumM. Here, we anticipate differences for a valence
band and conduction band Fermi surface. The pseudospin-
triplet operators F†t of Eq. (58) carry angular momentum
3, whereas in the case of a conduction band Fermi
surface, they carry angular momentum 1, affecting the
matching conditions.
As a result of time-reversal symmetry breaking, the
chiral pairing states are generically spin selective and have
nonzero δ in Eqs. (60) and (61). Within the class of spin-
selective chiral pairing states we can formulate a more
precise constraint on δ by considering the full pairing
potential Δk of Eq. (37) at K. If Δk vanishes at K, i.e.,
ΔK ¼ JJMJðKˆÞ ¼ 0, then δ must be zero. Since only
YL0ðKÞ ≠ 0, the pairing potential ΔK must vanish
whenever the corresponding Clebsch-Gordan coefficient
vanishes; i.e.,
hML ¼ 0;MS ¼ MjJMi ¼ 0: ð70Þ
For the L ¼ 1 multiplets this only occurs for ðL; S; JÞ ¼
ð1; 1; 2Þ when M ¼ 2.
1. Pseudospin-singlet Hamiltonian from symmetry
The pseudospin-singlet pairing Hamiltonian defined in
Eq. (60) can be combined with normal state Hamiltonian
Eq. (54) to obtain the full Hamiltonian of the low-energy
quasiparticle degrees of freedom. Rather than Ψq↑;↓, it is
convenient to rearrange the operators and form the spinors
Ψq given by
Ψqþ ¼
0
BBBBB@
fq1↑
fq2↑
f†−q1↓
f†−q2↓
1
CCCCCA; Ψq− ¼
0
BBBBB@
fq1↓
fq2↓
f†−q1↑
f†−q2↑
1
CCCCCA: ð71Þ
The full Hamiltonian is block diagonal in this basis, i.e.,
H ¼ 12
P
qΨ
†
qHqΨq, with the Hamiltonian matrices
Hq given by
Hq ¼
0
BBB@
εvq  δ 0 0 Δqs
0 εv−q  δ Δ−qs 0
0 Δ−qs −εv−q  δ 0
Δ−qs 0 0 −εvq  δ
1
CCCA:
ð72Þ
The constraint on the gap function Δqs is that the angular
momentum of the pseudospin-singlet pairing matches M.
More specifically, the gap function must be of the form
Δqs ∝ Δðqx þ iqyÞM: ð73Þ
The Hamiltonian of Eq. (72) can be recast using Pauli
matrices σz ¼ 1 for the nodal degree of freedom K.
Equation (73) shows that Δq is either even or odd under
q → −q. When the gap function is even, Eq. (72) can be
expressed as
Hq ¼ vFvqzσz  σxðReΔqsτx − ImΔqsτyÞ  δ; ð74Þ
and when it is odd, we find
Hq ¼ vFvqzσz ∓ σyðImΔqsτx þ ReΔqsτyÞ  δ: ð75Þ
The spectrum takes the same general form on both cases.
We find the four energy eigenvalues,
Eq ¼ δ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðvFvqzÞ2 þ jΔqsj2
q
: ð76Þ
The most significant feature of these solutions is that they
generically describe two nodes of codimension-1, one
enclosing K and one enclosing −K. These nodes are
defined by the solutions of the equation jδj ¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðvFvqzÞ2 þ jΔqj2
q
. Bogoliubov Fermi surfaces of this
type were first described in Ref. [30], which noted that
they may be viewed as inflated point nodes. This inter-
pretation naturally follows from the picture presented here.
That Fermi surfaces may be topologically stable features of
a gap structure follows from a topological Z2 invariant
associated with nodes of codimension-1 in even-parity
time-reversal symmetry-broken superconductors [61,64].
Additional Bogoliubov Fermi surfaces generically occur
on the Fermi surface equator, i.e., in the vicinity kz ¼ 0, of
even-parity chiral pairings with odd M. For odd M, jJ;Mi
is odd under twofold rotation about the z axis. Since we
have assumed even parity, jJ;Mi is also odd under a mirror
reflection in the xy plane. This would imply a line node on
the equator; however, since the pairing is spin selective,
these line nodes generically will be inflated to nodes of
codimension-1.
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2. Pseudospin-triplet Hamiltonian from symmetry
Pseudospin-triplet pairing must be of odd-parity type,
and therefore, nodes of codimension-1 (i.e., surfaces) are
not topologically stable [61,64]. Since chiral pairing states
are generically spin selective, the effective pseudopsin
splitting δ is nonzero, implying that point nodes on the
rotation axis (if they exist) are nondegenerate. This may be
compared to nondegenerate nodal degeneracies in ferro-
magnetic superconductors, where the Zeeman splitting
originates from ferromagnetic order rather than spin-
selective pairing [65].
The splitting of pseudospin ↑ and ↓ implies that, in
order to determine the symmetry-mandated low-energy
dispersion of quasiparticles on the rotation z axis, we need
to examine the gap functions Δqþ and Δq−, since these
correspond to ↑↑ and ↓↓ pairing. In the spirit of
Refs. [57,66,67] one finds that constraints derived from
rotational symmetry (i.e., the angular momentum quantum
numbers) fully determine the form of Δqþ and Δq−. We
demonstrate this by considering Δqþ. The gap function
Δqþ can be expanded in momenta qx, qy perpendicular to
the rotation axis as
Δqþ ¼
X
l;l0
All0 ðqx þ iqyÞlðqx − iqyÞl0 ; ð77Þ
where l0 and l0 are non-negative integers defining orbital
axial angular momentum quantum numbers; All0 are
coefficients. In terms of the quantum numbers l;l0, the
orbital angular momentum of Δqþ is given by l − l0.
Furthermore, in the case of the (valence band) pseudospin
 3
2
states, the pseudospin angular momentum of ↑↑ pairing
is 3
2
þ 3
2
¼ 3. (The latter equals 1
2
þ 1
2
¼ 1 for the conduction
band  1
2
pseudospin states.) Since the total axial angular
momentum of the pairing state jJ;Mi is M, the sum of
orbital and pseudospin angular momentummust be equal to
M, and we thus arrive at the matching condition
M ¼ 3þ l − l0: ð78Þ
Since in the expansion of Eq. (77) we are interested in
the lowest-order terms, we only consider solutions of
Eq. (78) for which either l or l0 is zero. For instance,
in the case when M ¼ 2, the matching condition gives
ðl;l0Þ ¼ ð0; 1Þ. Clearly, a matching condition similar to
Eq. (78) exists for Δq−, in which case the pseudospin
angular momentum is −3. Applying these matching con-
ditions to the cases M ¼ 1, 2, 3, we arrive at Table IV.
An analogous analysis can be straightforwardly per-
formed for a pseudospin  1
2
conduction band Fermi
surface, in which case the pseudospin-triplet operators
carry angular momentum 1 and one should replace 3
with 1 in Eq. (78). The low-energy behavior of pseudospin
 1
2
gap functions Δq is summarized in Table IV as well.
Table IV shows that special cases arise whenM ¼ 3 (for
pseudospin 3
2
) andM ¼ 1 (for pseudospin 1
2
), i.e., when the
angular momentum of the pairing state matches the angular
momentum of the operator for pseudospin-↑↑ pairing. In
this case, the pseudospin-↑ quasiparticles can pair at K
and develop a pairing gap. The pseudospin-↓ quasiparticles
must remain gapless, however. Therefore, when the angular
momentum of the pairing state matches the angular
momentum of the Cooper pair f†1μf
†
2μ (μ ¼ ↑ or ↓), one
of the two nodes along the rotation axis will be gapped out,
leaving a single 3D Majorana fermion behind.
The low-energy spectral properties of chiral pairing states
jJ;M ≠ 0i summarized in Table IV have been established
based on symmetry arguments which take into account the
pseudospin splitting δ implicitly. The low-energy quasipar-
ticle gap structure of odd-parity chiral pairing states may
also be obtained from an explicit calculation based on the
Hamiltonian of Eq. (61). Specifically, using the spinors
defined in Eq. (62), the pairing Hamiltonian HΔ of Eq. (61)
(which explicitly includes the pseudospin splitting propor-
tional to δ) is expressed as
HΔ ≃
1
2
X
q
Ψ†q1ðΔqτþ þ Δ†qτ−ÞΨq1 þ δΨ†q1szΨq1; ð79Þ
where we have suppressed the contribution from Ψq2 since
all spectral information is contained in Eq. (79). As in
Eq. (63), the pairing potential Δq contains the three gap
functions fΔqþ;Δq0;Δq−g. These gap functions as well as δ
can be determined using the perturbative approach detailed
in Appendix E.
Upon including the normal state part of the Hamiltonian,
to the lowest order given by εvqτz, we obtain the four
branches Eq of the quasiparticle spectrum as
Eq ¼ 

ðεvqÞ2 þ δ2 þ
1
2
jΔqþj2 þ
1
2
jΔq−j2
þ 1
2
jΔq0j2 
1
2
Λq

1/2
; ð80Þ
TABLE IV. Gap functions of odd-parity jJ;Mi pairing states.
Leading-order expansions of the gap functions Δqþ and Δq− for
chiral pairing states with M ¼ 1, 2, 3 according to Eqs. (77)
and (78) (and their equivalents for Δq−). We have defined
q ¼ qx  iqy. Also shown are the leading-order expansions
of the gap functions for the case of a pseudospin  1
2
Fermi
surface, i.e., the conduction band in our case.
Pseudospin  3
2
Pseudospin  1
2
M Δqþ Δq− Δqþ Δq−
1 ∝ q2− ∝ q4þ ∝ 1 ∝ q2þ
2 ∝ q− ∝ q5þ ∝ qþ ∝ q3þ
3 ∝ 1 ∝ q6þ ∝ q2þ ∝ q4þ
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where Λq is defined as
Λq ¼ ½ðjΔqþj2 − jΔq−j2Þ2 þ 2ðΔqþΔq−Δ2q0 þ c:c:Þ
þ 2ðjΔqþj2 þ jΔq−j2ÞjΔq0j2 þ 8δ2jΔq0j2
þ 8ðεvqδÞ28εvqδðjΔqþj2 − jΔq−j2Þ1/2: ð81Þ
It is straightforward to establish that Λq is only nonzero for
chiral states and must be zero when time-reversal symmetry
is present. To see this, note that time-reversal symmetry
requires Δq0 ¼ Δq0, Δqþ ¼ −Δq−, Δq− ¼ −Δqþ, and, as
discussed above, δ ¼ 0. It then simply follows that Λq ¼ 0
in this case.
Even though Eqs. (80) and (81) appear rather compli-
cated, they describe low-energy gap structures whose
essential properties have been rigorously determined from
symmetry arguments, and are given by Table IV. What
Eqs. (80) and (81) nevertheless serve to illustrate is the
importance of the energy scale set by δ. In particular, as
mentioned in Sec. IVA, δ describes a pairing-induced
splitting of pseudospin states proportional to jΔj2/εcK.
Correspondingly, as may be checked directly from
Eqs. (80) and (81), the two point nodes are separated
by a momentum ∼jΔj2/ðvFvεcKÞ along the kz axis. The
emergence of this energy scale is important for the
potential observation of the nodal structure through thermo-
dynamic probes, since it determines the temperature range
over which the characteristic temperature dependence of
thermodynamic quantities is accessible.
We conclude the discussion of odd-parity chiral
pairing states by illustrating the general considerations
with simple examples. We focus our attention on the chiral
pairing states with M ¼ 1, 2, 3 in a J ¼ 3 channel with
angular momentum quantum numbers ðL; SÞ ¼ ð1; 3Þ. The
corresponding pairings J3M are given by
J31 ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p

Y11S30 −
1ﬃﬃﬃ
6
p Y10S31 −
ﬃﬃﬃ
5
6
r
Y1;−1S32

;
J32 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
5
12
r
Y11S31 −
1ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p Y10S32 −
1
2
Y1;−1S33;
J33 ¼
1
2
ðY11S32 −
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
Y10S33Þ; ð82Þ
where we have suppressed the momentum dependence of
the spherical harmonics. These pairings generate the low-
energy nodal structures listed in Table IV. To gain a better
understanding of these example pairings, consider the
terms proportional to Y10 ∼ kz, which are nonzero on the
rotation z axis. In the case of the J31 pairing with M ¼ 1,
the spin matrix S31 connects states which differ by one unit
of angular momentum. Therefore, S31 does not directly
connect the pseudospin-3
2
states, which have relative angu-
lar momentum 3, but does connect the pseudospin-1
2
states.
As a result, both pseudospin-3
2
species remain gapless,
whereas the pseudospinþ 1
2
states can pair, leaving only the
pseudospin − 1
2
gapless. This qualitatively explains the first
row of Table IV. A similar argument can be made in the
case of J33 pairing: the spin matrix S33 connects the
pseudospin-3
2
states, such that a pseudospin-↑↑ pairing
can form on the rotation axis. This corresponds to the
aforementioned special case ofM ¼ 3; see also Table IV. In
contrast, the matrix S32 does not directly connect any of the
states within a pseudospin sector. In all these three cases,
the terms proportional to Y10 are responsible for finite δ,
giving rise to the pseudospin splitting.
F. Gap structures of pairing states
with discrete symmetry
In the final part of this section, we consider gap
structures of pairing states with discrete symmetry. As
mentioned in Sec. III A, even when the normal state has full
SOð3Þ rotational symmetry, there can be—and typically
will be—stationary states of the free energy with discrete
spatial symmetry. In Sec. III C we discussed a number of
examples of such pairing states, focusing in particular on
the inert states. Here, we examine their gap structures.
In order to do so, it is necessary to comment on the
precise structure of the isotropy groups of these pairing
states. We briefly mentioned the definition of isotropy
groups in Sec. III C; they are subgroups of the full
symmetry group G which leave the state invariant.
Importantly, this implies that elements of the isotropy
group may be composites of spatial transformations and
Uð1Þ gauge factors. (We implicitly made use of this in the
case of the continuous isotropy groups of the jJ;Mi states.)
In the case of discrete isotropy groups such as O, T, and
Dn, it is particularly important to properly account for
phase factors associated with spatial symmetries. Consider,
for instance, the pairing state j2; 2i þ j2;−2i of a J ¼ 2
superconductor, which has D4 symmetry. The two gen-
erators of the isotropy groupD4 are given by feiπC4z; C2xg,
showing that the fourfold rotation leaves the state invariant
only in combination with the phase factor eiπ. The
significance of this for our purposes is that the precise
structure of the isotropy group can depend on the total
angular momentum of the superconductor. In particular,
two pairing states with the same discrete symmetry may
still have different gap structure due to a different realiza-
tion of the isotropy group.
We further note that the isotropy groups are taken to be
subgroups of Uð1Þ × SOð3Þ. For superconductors, the
symmetry of the pairing state under inversion, and more
generally under improper rotations, is fixed by the parity of
the pairing state. Therefore, we treat even- and odd-parity
pairing separately.
Our goal in this section is to illustrate our classification
by focusing primarily on inert pairing states with O, T, and
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Dn symmetry; one example of noninert pairing states is
explicitly discussed. Furthermore, we consider specific
pairing states with these symmetry groups up to total
angular momentum J ¼ 4, the highest total angular
momentum up to p-wave order; see Sec. II B.
Generalization to higher angular momentum channels is
straightforward and is mentioned where appropriate. A
summary of the key results of this subsection is presented in
Table V.
1. Pairing states with octahedral O symmetry
First, we consider pairing states with isotropy group O,
i.e., the group of all rotations which leave the octahedron
and the cube invariant. Two examples of such states are
given by [see Eqs. (27) and (29)]
jΔOi3 ¼ j3; 2i − j3;−2i; ð83Þ
jΔOi4 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
5
p
j4; 4i þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
14
p
j4; 0i þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
5
p
j4;−4i; ð84Þ
where we indicate the angular momentum J as jΔOiJ.
(Here, we are not concerned with the normalization of these
states.) The two generators of the isotropy groups are given
by feiπC4z; eiπC2;zþxg and fC4z; C2;zþxg, respectively,
where C2;zþx is a twofold rotation about the (101) axis.
We further observe that both states are time-reversal
invariant pairing states, and are thus spin degenerate.
The state jΔOi4 is interesting, since it is invariant under
all rotation symmetries of the cube. This implies in
particular that odd-parity pairing states jΔOi4 do not
possess any mirror symmetry. Based on the discussion
of mirror symmetries presented in the introductory part of
this section, and in light of similar considerations in
Sec. IV D, we conclude that odd-parity jΔOi4 states realize
fully gapped topological superconductors in class DIII.
Intriguingly, whereas the nematic topological supercon-
ductors described in Sec. IV D have a nonzero quadrupole
moment [in the sense of Eq. (17)], the symmetry of the
jΔOi4 states does not allow a quadrupole moment. In fact,
the highest nonzero multipole moment (i.e., subsidiary
order) is a hexadecapole moment.
The even-parity jΔOi4 states clearly do have mirror
symmetry; the planes perpendicular to any of the twofold
axes are mirror planes. In the even-parity case this does not
mandate degeneracies and this generically leads to a full
pairing gap for even-parity jΔOi4 states. These gapped
even-parity superconductors are topologically trivial.
We turn to the J ¼ 3 states jΔOi3. Because of the phase
factor associated with the twofold rotations, the odd-parity
jΔOi3 states are invariant under mirror reflection in planes
perpendicular to the (110) axis (and equivalent axes). In
contrast, the even-parity jΔOi3 states are odd under mirror
reflection in planes perpendicular to the (110) axis (and
equivalent axes). For the even-parity states this implies line
nodes on the Fermi surface. Instead, for the odd-parity
pairing states the mirror symmetries, in combination with
time-reversal invariance, lead to point nodes on the Fermi
surface, located along the (001) as well as the (111)
directions (and all equivalent directions).
To establish the dispersion of the low-energy gapless
quasiparticles at the nodes, we proceed in the same way as
in Sec. IV D. We first treat the fourfold axis along (001),
i.e., the z direction. The pseudospin-triplet pairing Δq
matrix is defined in Eqs. (63) and (64) and takes the form
Δq ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p Δq0sz − Δqþsþ þ Δq−s−: ð85Þ
Under fourfold rotation one has C4z∶ s → e3iπ/2s; sz is
invariant. Since the pairing must be odd under fourfold
rotation one finds
Δq0 ∝ Aþðqx þ iqyÞ2 þ A−ðqx − iqyÞ2;
Δq ∝ Bðqx ∓ iqyÞ; ð86Þ
TABLE V. Pairing states with discrete symmetry. Summary of the considered gap structures of pairing states with discrete symmetry.
The first column lists the symmetry classes discussed in this section; the presence or absence of time-reversal symmetry for states with
given symmetry is indicated. The final column indicates in which pairing channel, labeled by J, pairing states with given symmetry exist.
We explicitly distinguish even- and odd-parity pairing. We focus only on pairing channels J which can be formed up to p-wave order,
i.e., L ¼ 1; see Table I.
Symmetry class Θ Gap structure and topology Exists in channel J
(a) Odd parity
O Yes Topological SC in class DIII (J ¼ 4) or Dirac superconductor (J ¼ 3Þ 3, 4
T No Majorana fermions at kF along (111) and equivalent directions 2, 4
D8 Yes Dirac superconductor with linear or cubic dispersion 4
D6 Yes Dirac superconductor with linear or quadratic dispersion 3
D4 Yes Dirac superconductor with linear dispersion 2
D3 No Majorana fermions or pairing gap along the threefold axis 3
(b) Even parity
T No Bogoliubov Fermi surfaces and line nodes 2
D4 Yes Line nodes 2
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where A and B are expansion coefficients. One of the
mirror planes is perpendicular to (110) and, invoking
the same arguments which led to Eq. (49), we find that
the mirror operation acts on the pseudospin states as
OMð110Þ ¼ −inˆ · s, where nˆ ¼ ð1; 1; 0ÞT/
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
. (See also
Appendix D.) Mirror symmetry then leads to the require-
ments Aþ ¼ A− ¼ A and Bþ ¼ B− ¼ iB, where we have
also used time-reversal symmetry in the latter. The pairing
thus takes the form
Δq ¼
Aﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðq2x − q2yÞsz þ Bðqxsy − qysxÞ; ð87Þ
which, in combination with the normal state contribution
given in Eq. (56), gives rise to a Dirac Hamiltonian for the
gapless low-energy quasiparticles, with linear dispersion to
lowest order [cf. Eq. (66)]. We note that the analysis is
similar for the case of a pseudospin-1
2
conduction band
Fermi surface, giving rise to linear dispersion.
Now, consider the threefold axis along the (111) direc-
tion. It is convenient to apply a global rotation to the pairing
state jΔOi3 such that the threefold axis is oriented along the
z direction. Alternatively, one may view this as choosing
local coordinates ðq0x; q0yÞ perpendicular to the rotation axis;
see Fig. 1. We furthermore imagine that the state has been
rotated such that the mirror symmetry is given by
My∶ y → −y. The group of symmetries which leave the
intersection of the threefold axis and the Fermi surface K
invariant is given by C3v, i.e., the threefold rotations and
three equivalent mirror reflections. Importantly, it follows
from group theory that the symmetry group C3v does not
protect degeneracies for pseudospin-3
2
states. In the present
case this implies that no point nodes exist along the (111)
direction for a pseudospin-3
2
Fermi surface. In the odd-
parity pairing state jΔOi3 the (valence band)  32 Fermi
surface exhibits point nodes only along the (001) axis (and
equivalent axes).
This is indeed different for pseudospin-1
2
states: a
pseudospin-1
2
Fermi surface exhibits points along (111)
direction. Using the threefold rotations and mirror sym-
metries (in the rotated basis), we obtain the low-energy
pairing matrix Δq given by
Δq ¼
iAﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðq03þ − q03−Þsz þ iBðq0−sþ − q0þs−Þ; ð88Þ
where we define q0 ¼ q0x  iq0y. This defines another set of
Dirac points, in addition to the Dirac points along the (001)
direction.
2. Pairing states with tetrahedral T symmetry
Next,we consider pairing stateswith tetrahedral symmetry.
As compared to the octahedral states, these pairing states lack
a fourfold rotation axis; two examples are given by
jΔTi2 ¼ j2; 2i þ i
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
j2; 0i þ j2;−2i; ð89Þ
jΔTi4 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
7
p
j4; 4i þ 2i
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
j4; 2i −
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
10
p
j4; 0i
þ 2i
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
j4;−2i þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
7
p
j4;−4i: ð90Þ
The two generators of the respective isotropy groups are
given by fe∓i2π/3C3nˆ; C2zg, where −;þ applies to J ¼ 2, 4,
and nˆ ¼ ð1; 1; 1ÞT/ ﬃﬃﬃ3p is a unit vector along the threefold
axis. Importantly, the tetrahedral states break time-reversal
symmetrybut do not have a chirality [Eq. (18)],which follows
directly from Eqs. (89) and (90). This is true for general
tetrahedral pairing states. As a result, tetrahedral pairing is
spin selective.
Given that the tetrahedral pairing states have a threefold
axis along the (111) and equivalent directions, we can
invoke the arguments of Secs. IVA and IV E to study the
low-energy gap structure at Fermi momenta K defined
along the (111) rotation axis. Consider odd-parity pairing
first. As is the case for chiral pairing states (see Sec. IV E),
we can focus on the gap functions Δq for pseudospin-↑
and -↓ pairing. The pseudospin-triplet operators have
angular momentum 3 and are therefore invariant under
threefold rotations. Consequently, the orbital angular
momentum of Δq must match the rotation eigen-
value of the pairing state. This implies that both Δq ∝
ðqx − iqyÞ for jΔTi2, and, similarly, Δq ∝ ðqx þ iqyÞ for
jΔTi4, giving rise to linearly dispersing Majorana fermions
along the rotation axes in each pseudospin sector.
In the case of a conduction band Fermi surface, i.e.,
when the pseudospin-triplet operators carry angular
momentum 1 and transform as ei2π/3 under threefold
rotation, either Δqþ or Δq− can acquire a constant non-
q-dependent part. Therefore, only a single pseudospin
species of Majorana fermions exists on the rotation axis:
the Majorana fermions are fully spin polarized. A realiza-
tion of such Majorana fermions was theoretically found in
the tetrahedral pairing state of 3P2 superfluids [68].
Majorana fermions on the threefold rotation axis are a
generic property of tetrahedral pairing states, and the
angular momentum of the paired electrons determines
whether Majorana fermions of a single or both pseudospin
species is present.
Finally, we note that even-parity pairing states with
tetrahedral symmetry will generically have Z2 Fermi
surfaces enclosing the Fermi momenta along the threefold
rotation axes. This follows from the arguments presented in
Sec. IV E. In addition, since the even-parity pairings have a
mirror plane orthogonal to the twofold rotation, they
generically feature line nodal degeneracies as well.
3. Pairing states with dihedral Dn symmetry
Finally, we turn to the class of dihedral pairing states
with isotropy groups Dn. As a first example, consider the
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case n ¼ 8 and the pairing state jΔD8i4 ¼ j4; 4i − j4;−4i
of Eq. (31). This is a time-reversal invariant pairing state
with isotropy group feiπC8z; eiπC2xg. For odd-parity pair-
ing states, this implies four symmetry-related mirror planes
(e.g., the xz and yz planes are both mirror planes). As a
result, point nodes must appear along the eightfold axis,
i.e., the z axis. To obtain the low-energy gap structure of the
point nodes at momenta K along the rotation axis, we
must require that Δq is odd under eightfold rotation and
respects all mirror symmetries. Using that s transform as
Cnz∶ s → e6iπ/ns for pseudospin  32 states, we find
Δq ¼
Aﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðq4þ þ q4−Þsz þ iBðqþsþ − q−s−Þ: ð91Þ
Instead, for pseudospin  1
2
fermions transforming as
Cnz∶ s → e2iπ/ns, we find that the low-energy quasi-
particle dispersion takes the form
Δq ¼
Aﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðq4þ þ q4−Þsz þ iBðq3þsþ − q3−s−Þ: ð92Þ
As before, in both cases the significance lies in the second
term. The low-energy gap structure describes quasiparticles
with linear and cubic Dirac dispersion, respectively. For the
 1
2
pseudospin states we thus find another new type of low-
energy quasiparticle: Dirac fermions with cubic dispersion.
Next, consider n ¼ 6 with the pairing states given by
[see Eqs. (28) and (32)]
jΔD6i3 ¼ j3; 3i þ j3;−3i; ð93Þ
jΔD6i4 ¼j4; 3i − j4;−3i: ð94Þ
The structure of the isotropy group is the same in both cases
and given by feiπC6z; eiπC2xg. In addition, the two dihedral
states are time-reversal invariant. The latter is true for all
pairing states with D6 symmetry. Clearly, referring to
earlier arguments, even-parity jΔD6i3 and jΔD6i4 pairing
states are odd under certain mirror reflections and must
therefore have line nodes.
For the odd-parity states we make the following obser-
vations. The structure of the isotropy group generators
implies that the odd-parity jΔD6i states have a set of three
vertical mirror planes given by the mirror operation
Mx∶x → −x and its two equivalents related by threefold
rotation. In addition, the odd-parity states are invariant
under mirror reflection in the xy plane, since the isotropy
group contains the element eiπC2z. These constraints have
different implications for the pseudospin  3
2
and  1
2
Fermi
surfaces. In particular, in the case of a pseudospin-3
2
Fermi
surface, no point nodes are present along the sixfold
rotation axis, i.e., the (001) direction. This follows from
the requirement that Δq must be invariant under the
subgroup C3v and odd under the sixfold rotations, which
is not sufficient to force Δq¼0 to vanish for  32 doublets. In
contrast, a pseudospin-1
2
Fermi surface has symmetry-
protected point nodes along the sixfold rotation axis.
More specifically, we find that the low-energy gap structure
Δq is given by
Δq ¼
iAﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðq3þ − q3−Þsz þ iBðq2þsþ − q2−s−Þ: ð95Þ
This shows that odd-parity jΔD6i states can realize double
Dirac points: low-energy gapless quasiparticles with quad-
ratic dispersion in the x and y directions.
The presence of mirror symmetry implies that the
pseudospin-3
2
Fermi surface must have point nodes some-
where, even if they are not located along the sixfold rotation
axis (where they might be expected). The location of these
point nodes can be determined with the help of the mirror
plane perpendicular to the sixfold axis. Indeed, the inter-
section of the three vertical mirror planes and xy mirror
plane defines six points on the Fermi surface, located along
the (010) and equivalent directions, which remain gapless.
The dispersion of the gapless quasiparticles is linear.
As a third example of dihedral states, consider states with
D4 symmetry. Two examples are given by
jΔD4i2 ¼ j2; 2i þ j2;−2i; ð96Þ
jΔD4i4 ¼j4; 2i þ j4;−2i: ð97Þ
The generators of the isotropy group are given by
feiπC4z; C2xg, and all pairing states with D4 symmetry
are time-reversal invariant. The odd-parity pairing states
have a mirror symmetry Mð110Þ∶ ðx; yÞ → ðy; xÞ and its
equivalent related by twofold rotation. This implies point
nodes along the fourfold axis. The dispersion of the nodal
quasiparticles is derived in the same way as before; we
obtain the gap structure Δq for momenta K along the
fourfold z axis as
Δq ¼
iAﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðq2þ − q2−Þsz þ iBðq−sþ − qþs−Þ: ð98Þ
This shows that the gapless low-energy quasiparticles of
odd-parity jΔD4i pairing states have linear dispersion to
lowest order and are yet another realization of Dirac
superconductors. (Note that pseudospin  1
2
pairing also
gives rise to linear dispersion.)
Finally, as an example of dihedral pairing states which
break time-reversal symmetry, consider the states
jΔD3i3 ¼ x−j3; 3i þ 2xþj3; 0i þ x−j3;−3i; ð99Þ
jΔD3i4 ¼ x−j4; 3i þ 2xþj4; 0i þ x−j4;−3i; ð100Þ
with D3 symmetry. Here, x ≡
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 xp and x is a param-
eter which will depend on the details of the free
energy. (These are, therefore, noninert states.) The
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generators of the isotropy group of both states are given by
fC3z; eiπC2xg. Even though these states do not have a
chirality, they break time-reversal symmetry and hence
define spin-selective pairing states. Let us focus on the odd-
parity realizations of theseD3 pairing states. We then notice
that along the threefold axis, the gap functions Δq of
pseudospin-3
2
triplet pairing can have a constant part, i.e.,
Δq ∝ 1, since the corresponding pseudospin-triplet pair-
ing operators are invariant under threefold rotation. This
implies a full pairing gap along the rotation axis. In
contrast, for pseudospin-1
2
triplet pairing one finds
Δq ∝ 1, giving rise to Majorana fermions with linear
dispersion along the rotation axis.
The gap structures of the pairing states with discrete
symmetry discussed in this subsection are summarized in
Table V.
G. Application: Cubic crystal anisotropy
Following the detailed exposition of pairing states with
discrete symmetry, we conclude this section by demon-
strating how the gap structure classification may be directly
applied to systems with a normal state exhibiting crystal
anisotropy. We focus the discussion on the cubic group,
since one of the main motivations of this work is the half-
Heusler materials. (We recall that the splitting of the
isotropic channels in terms of cubic channels is listed in
Table VII.)
As discussed in Sec. II B, when crystal anisotropy effects
reduce the spatial symmetry group of the (spin-orbit
coupled) normal state to the crystal point group, pairing
channels are labeled by representations of the crystal point
group, and are necessarily finite dimensional. (Recall that
the cubic representations have dimension one, two, or
three.) In a manner fully analogous to Secs. II B and III, one
may determine the set of stationary pairing states within
each channel using symmetry arguments. The isotropy
groups, which can be taken as a definition of distinct
stationary pairing states, are necessarily discrete, since they
must be subgroups of the normal state symmetry group. A
complete list of cubic stationary states and their isotropy
groups has been given by Volovik and Gorkov [46].
For the purpose of deriving symmetry-enforced con-
straints on the gap structure of stationary pairing states,
only the isotropy group is needed. The explicit form of the
gap function is not required. This is important, since gap
functions can be rather complicated in crystal systems due
to the infinitely many symmetry-allowed terms within a
representation (i.e., the available symmetry quantum num-
bers are greatly reduced in crystal point groups). In this
regard, as far as the question of manifest (symmetry-
enforced) gap structure properties is concerned, the ques-
tion of whether the normal state has full rotational
symmetry or discrete crystal symmetry is secondary.
What matters is the structure of the symmetry group of
the pairing state; if it is discrete, as must be case with a
cubic normal state, the theory of Sec. IV F applies.
To make this more specific, consider the cubic normal
state (spatial) symmetry group Oh ¼ O × P. Pairing states
can be distinguished based on the parity eigenvalue, and for
definiteness here we restrict to odd-parity pairing states.
Then, there are five distinct pairing channels, labeled by the
cubic representations A1, A2, E, T1, and T2 (see Sec. II B;
here, we suppress the odd-parity designation). The A1 and
A2 pairing channels are single-component channels, and
therefore give rise to free energies with one unique sta-
tionary point. The symmetry of the pairing states
then follows directly from the representations; the iso-
tropy groups are generated by fC4z; C2;zþxg and
feiπC4z; eiπC2;zþxg, respectively. These symmetry groups
may be recognized as the groups of the two octahedral
states of Sec. IV F 1 [see also Table VII (Appendix F)],
which implies that the gap structure is identical.
The E pairing channel is two dimensional and the
corresponding order parameter can be written as Δ ¼
ðΔ3z2−r2 ;Δx2−y2ÞT in the basis of Eq. (14). The GL func-
tional for the two-component order parameter has three
minima; two of them are given by Δ ¼ ð1; 0ÞT and
Δ ¼ ð0; 1ÞT. Both pairing states have dihedral symmetry
group D4, but in the former case it is generated by
fC4z; C2xg, whereas in the latter case D4 is generated by
feiπC4z; C2xg. As a result, the state Δ ¼ ð0; 1ÞT has the
same isotropy group and gap structure as the jΔD4i states of
Sec. IV F 3 (see Table VII). In contrast, as discussed in
Sec. IV F, odd-parity pairing states with isotropy groups
generated by pure rotations (i.e., no phase factors) are fully
gapped due to the absence of constraints deriving from
mirror symmetry. This directly applies to Δ ¼ ð1; 0ÞT.
As a final example, consider the three-component pairing
channel T2. A superconducting order parameter can be
defined as Δ ¼ ðΔyz;Δzx;ΔxyÞT [again in the basis of
Eq. (14)]. In total, four distinct pairing states can arise in
the T2 channel. For the purpose of illustration, here we just
consider two: the time-reversal invariant state Δ ¼ ð1; 1; 1ÞT
and chiral state Δ ¼ ð1; i; 0ÞT. The former has dihedral
isotropy group D3 generated by fC3;xþyþz; C2;x−yg, which
per Sec. IV F implies a full (topological) pairing gap. The
time-reversal oddpairing state is left invariant under thegroup
generated by eiπ/2C4z, implying that Δ ¼ ð1; i; 0ÞT is chiral
and has (axial) angular momentum þ1 along the threefold
axis. The gap structure may then be obtained by applying the
arguments of Sec. IV E 2 to discrete n-fold rotations.
To summarize these considerations, even in cases where
the normal state has discrete crystal symmetry, the gap
structure classification developed in this section can be
directly applied, since pairing states with discrete symmetry
are naturally included. We demonstrate this explicitly using
the example of the cubic group, but the conclusion holds for
any other crystal point group.
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V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we present a comprehensive topological
gap structure classification of j ¼ 3
2
pairing states, obtained
through a systematic analysis of the constraints enforced by
symmetry. Our analysis of multicomponent pairing states
demonstrates that in strongly spin-orbit coupled systems
with higher total angular momentum pairing, and in
particular in systems with high-spin pairing, topological
pairing states form a significant subset of the class of
possible superconducting ground states. Four broad classes
of topological pairing states should be distinguished: fully
gapped time-reversal invariant topological superconduc-
tors, nodal Dirac superconductors, nodal superconductors
hosting Majorana fermions, and superconductors with Z2
protected Bogoliubov Fermi surfaces.
Within each class, further distinctions can be made. For
instance, fully gapped topological superconductors can be
either isotropic or nematic. Nematic superconductors
spontaneously break rotation symmetry and have an
anisotropic pairing gap [36]. The latter provides a useful
experimental diagnostic, as it does not require phase
sensitive probes. Within the class of superconductors with
bulk nodal gapless excitations, pairing states can be
distinguished based on the Berry monopole charge of
the point nodes, where the monopole charge is directly
related to the dispersion of the low-energy quasiparticles.
For instance, Dirac or Majorana quasiparticles with linear
dispersion are different from quasiparticles with quadratic
dispersion, and define distinct superconducting states.
Our work shows that Majorana fermions generically
occur in spin-orbit coupled j ¼ 3
2
superconductors with
multicomponent odd-parity pairing which spontaneously
breaks time-reversal symmetry. As we discuss in Sec. IV B,
spin-orbit coupled superconductors with broken time-
reversal symmetry are generically spin selective, allowing
for an effective pairing-induced pseudospin splitting. This
splitting is responsible for the lifting of pseudospin degen-
eracies of nodal points on rotation axes, thereby giving rise
to nondegenerate point nodes. As far as multicomponent
even-parity superconductors are concerned, the spin selec-
tiveness of the pairing implies that gap structures generi-
cally feature the Z2 surface degeneracies [30].
The gap structure classification we establish in this work
provides a useful framework for interpreting ongoing and
future experiments that target bulk properties of super-
conductors. In particular, thermodynamic probes such as
specific heat, penetration depth, or NMR spin relaxation
time measurements are sensitive to the nature of low-
energy excitations [69]. The low-temperature behavior of
these quantities directly reflects the density of low-energy
quasiparticle states. More specifically, whereas fully
gapped superconductors exhibit exponentially activated
temperature dependence, nodal superconductors exhibit a
power-law dependence at temperatures T ≪ Tc. The
power-law exponent is directly related to the low-energy
quasiparticle density of states, and therefore allows us to
distinguish nodes with different codimension. Notably,
however, the density of states of point nodes depends on
the Berry monopole charge, which can give rise to low-
temperature behavior expected for nodes of different
codimension. As a notable example, point nodes with
quadratic dispersion can masquerade as line nodes. Our
classification is therefore directly useful for the purpose of
assigning candidate pairing states to experimentally
observed behavior. It is also worth pointing out that for
odd-parity time-reversal symmetry breaking pairing states
which host nondegenerate Majorana fermions, a further
experimental signature is NMR spin relaxation time
anisotropy [57].
The symmetry properties of pairing states are funda-
mental to our classification of gap structures. These
symmetry properties are uniquely encoded in the subsidiary
order parameters associated with the superconducting
state, which take the form of magnetic multipole moments
(e.g., dipole moment or chirality; quadrupole moment).
Therefore, information on the nature of the superconduct-
ing state becomes accessible by probing the structure of the
multipole moments. Time-reversal symmetry and rotation
symmetry breaking, for instance, can be determined by
polar Kerr effect measurements and thermal conductivity or
specific heat measurements as a function of magnetic field
direction, respectively.
The defining physical manifestation of bulk topology is
the gapless excitations on the boundary of the material.
Topological superconductors with a full pairing gap host
two-dimensional gapless Majorana fermions on their sur-
faces. The existence of these surface Majorana fermions
does not depend on surface termination. However, in the
case of nematic superconductors, the precise form of the
surface quasiparticle dispersion is expected to be aniso-
tropic and sensitive to surface termination with respect to
the nematic axis. Bulk nodal superconductors are charac-
terized by gapless Majorana arc surface states, which
connect the projections onto the surface Brillouin zone
of bulk nodes with opposite monopole charge [58]. As a
result, their structure is inherently surface termination
dependent. In Dirac superconductors, which are time-
reversal invariant and possess a mirror symmetry, these
Majorana arcs must come in pairs: Majorana-Kramers
pairs [59,63].
The gapless surface excitations can be probed using
tunneling microscopy experiments, which couple to the
surface density of states. An interesting direction for future
work is to study the surface tunneling spectra for different
pairing states and different surface terminations.
We conclude this paper by pointing out two important
implications of our work. First, since the formalism of our
gap structure classification includes pairing states with
discrete symmetry, it encompasses the pairing ground states
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which can arise when crystal anisotropy effects are
accounted for. As a result, insofar as the question of
quasiparticle gap structure is concerned—the primary
interest of this work—the application of our classification
is not limited to superconductors with full rotational
symmetry. Furthermore, despite our focus on j ¼ 3
2
pairing
in the Luttinger model, our topological gap structure
classification is directly relevant to higher angular momen-
tum pairing in a more general setting, in particular, other
systems with strong spin-orbit coupling. Symmetry argu-
ments are the workhorse of our approach and we therefore
expect our analysis of multicomponent topological pairing
states to find broad application.
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APPENDIX A: SPIN MULTIPOLE
MATRICES OF j= 32 FERMIONS
The spin matrices S ¼ ðSx; Sy; SzÞ of the j ¼ 32 multiplet
are given by
Sz ¼
0
BBBBB@
3
2
0 0 0
0 1
2
0 0
0 0 − 1
2
0
0 0 0 − 3
2
1
CCCCCA;
Sþ ¼ S†− ¼
0
BBB@
0
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
0 0
0 0 2 0
0 0 0
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
0 0 0 0
1
CCCA; ðA1Þ
where S ¼ Sx  iSy. The spin multipole matrices SSM
introduced in Eq. (5), where S is the total spin of two j ¼ 3
2
fermions andM is their total axial spin angular momentum,
can be obtained as follows. First, notice that the matrices
S1M are proportional to the spin matrices S and Sz of
Eq. (A1). Specifically, one has
S11 ¼ ∓ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
10
p S; S10 ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
5
p Sz: ðA2Þ
The higher-order multipole matrices SSM, where S ¼ 2, 3,
can be obtained applying the recursive formula,
½S−;SSM ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
SðSþ 1Þ −MðM − 1Þ
p
SS;M−1; ðA3Þ
to the highest weight matrix with M ¼ S. For each S, the
highest weight matrix is obtained by setting SSS ∝ SS11 and
requiring that the normalization of the matrices SSM is such
that the sum rules,
c†kαc
†
−kβ ¼
X
S;M

3
2
3
2
; SM
 32 32 ; αβ
	
Π†SMðkÞ; ðA4Þ
are satisfied, where h3
2
3
2
; SMj3
2
3
2
; αβi are the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients. This is satisfied by the normalization
condition (no sum over M):
Tr½SSMS†SM ¼ 1: ðA5Þ
The matrices SSM encode the spin multipole structure of
the Cooper pair. Since the total spin of the Cooper pair can
be S ¼ 1, 2, 3 (apart from S ¼ 0), Cooper pairs can have
spin dipole, quadrupole, and octupole moments. To high-
light the interpretation of spin multipole moments, we take
S ¼ 2 as an example and construct the multipole compo-
nents contained in the set S2M explicitly. The spin quad-
ruple matrices are defined by a rank-2 symmetric traceless
tensor Qab, where a; b ∈ fx; y; zg, given by
Qab ¼
1
2
ðSaSb þ SaSbÞ −
5
4
δab: ðA6Þ
Symmetric and traceless tensors such as Qab have five
independent components, which precisely matches the
number of S ¼ 2 matrices S2M. The explicit linear
TABLE VI. Correspondence between the spin matrices S2M
and the components of the rank-2 tensor Qab, demonstrating that
S2M transform as a rank-2 tensor. S3M (not shown) transform as a
rank-3 tensor.
Components of S2M Components of Qab Cubic
S22 þ S2−2 Qxx −Qyy Eg;1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
S20 ð1/
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p Þð2Qzz −Qxx −QyyÞ Eg;2
S2−1 − S21 Qxz þQzx T2g;1
−iðS21 þ S2−1Þ Qyz þQzy T2g;2
−iðS22 − S2−2Þ Qxy þQyx T2g;3
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correspondence between the five components of Qab and
S2M is presented in Table VI. Note that Q
†
ab ¼ Qba and
therefore the quadruple components are real.
APPENDIX B: GENERAL ANGULAR
MOMENTUM MULTIPOLE MATRICES
AND SUBSIDIARY ORDERS
The notion of angular momentum multipole matrices is
also at the heart of the definition of the subsidiary orders
IKN introduced in Sec. III B. Recall that IKN are defined as
IKN ¼ Δ†IKNΔ ¼
X
MM0
ðIKNÞMM0ΔMΔM0 ; ðB1Þ
where we have chosen the chiral basis for the matrices IKN ;
M,M0 are magnetic quantum numbers of a superconductor
with total angular momentum J. Note that J is always
integer (and not half-odd integer). The matrices IKN have
dimensions ð2J þ 1Þ × ð2J þ 1Þ, and can be constructed in
the same way as SSMS . The dipole matrices I1;N¼1;0;−1 are
proportional to linear combinations of the three spin
matrices Ix;y;z, where ðI zÞMM0 ¼ MδMM0 and I1;1 ¼
∓ I/
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ¼ ∓ ðIx  iIyÞ/
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
.
Higher-order multipole matrices are obtained by first
constructing the highest weight state IKK ∝ ðI11ÞK , nor-
malizing, and then using
½I−; IKN  ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
KðK þ 1Þ − NðN − 1Þ
p
IK;N−1: ðB2Þ
Recall that the highest multipole possible is K ¼ 2J,
implying that for a total angular momentum J super-
conductor 2J distinct subsidiary order parameters can be
defined.
APPENDIX C: INVARIANTS OF THE
GINZBURG-LANDAU FREE-ENERGY
FUNCTIONAL
Here, we show that the sum over K in Eq. (16) of the
main text contains J terms, i.e., K ¼ 1;…; J. For this
purpose it is convenient to choose the chiral basis ΔM for
the superconducting order parameters; see Eq. (13).
In its most general form, the fourth-order contribution to
the GL free-energy density can be written as a quartic
interaction of the order parameter fields. Such interaction
can be written as
fð4ÞJ ¼
X
MNPQ
VˆMNPQΔMΔNΔPΔQ: ðC1Þ
(Here, M, N, P, Q are all magnetic angular momentum
indices.) In this form, we may interpret fð4ÞJ as a pair
scattering interaction: a ðPQÞ pair is scattered to a ðMNÞ
pair with scattering vertex VˆMNPQ. Borrowing knowledge
from the theory of spinor Bose-Einstein condensates [53],
the interaction Vˆ can be decomposed into channels of total
angular momentum K˜, where—and this is important—K˜
refers to the total angular momentum of a pair ΔMΔN
(K always refers to the total angular momentum of a gauge-
invariant bilinear ΔMΔN), expressed as
Vˆ ¼
X
K˜
VˆK˜PK˜: ðC2Þ
Here, VˆK˜ are real interaction parameters and PK˜ ¼P
MK˜
jK˜;MK˜ihK˜;MK˜j projects the pairs onto a total angular
momentum K˜ state, such that the matrix elements VˆMNPQ
are given by
VˆMNPQ ¼
X
K˜¼0;2;…
VˆK˜hMNjPK˜jPQi: ðC3Þ
Since the ΔM are complex commuting fields, K˜ must be
even. The maximal value of K˜ equals 2J, yielding a total of
J þ 1 distinct terms in Eq. (C2). This establishes that fð4ÞJ is
parametrized by J þ 1 independent interaction coeffi-
cients VˆK˜ .
This matches the number of interaction coefficients of
Eq. (16) given by ðu; vKÞ, but it does not, however, prove
that fð4ÞJ takes the exact form of Eq. (16), with subsidiary
order parameters IKMK given by Eq. (17). To show this, we
first note the identity
X2J
K˜¼0;2;
½K˜ðK˜ þ 1Þ − 2JðJ þ 1ÞnPK˜ ¼ ð2I † · IÞn; ðC4Þ
for each n, where I ¼ ðI11; I10; I1−1Þ, or, equivalently,
I ¼ ðIx; Iy; IzÞ. In the latter case, the matrices satisfy
I † ¼ I and the choices of basis are related by
Iz ¼ I10; I11 ¼ ∓ ðIx  iIyÞ/
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
: ðC5Þ
Together with the identity
X2J
K˜¼0;2;…
PK˜ ¼ 1; ðC6Þ
we now have J þ 1 equations relating PK˜ , with
K˜ ¼ 0; 2;…; 2J, to ð2I † · IÞn, with n ¼ 0; 1;…; J.
[Note that ð2I † · IÞ0 ¼ 1.] We can thus write the inter-
action as
Vˆ ¼ v01þ
XJ
n¼1
vnð2I † · IÞn: ðC7Þ
This proves Eq. (16), since v0 ¼ u and each term ðI † · IÞn
can always be expressed as a linear combination of terms of
the form
P
MKI
†
KMK
IKMK , where K can take values
between 0 and n. Explicitly, one has
ðI † · IÞn ¼
Xn
K¼0
cK
X
MK
I†KMKIKMK : ðC8Þ
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APPENDIX D: BAND BASIS OPERATORS
The operators that create and annihilate states in the band
basis are defined as fð†Þkμ (valence band) and d
ð†Þ
kμ (con-
duction band). Here, μ labels the pseudospin degree of
freedom of the two bands,  3
2
and  1
2
, denoted as μ ¼↑;↓.
We require that the basis for this pseudopsin is chosen such
that jk; μi transform under Θ and P as a usual spin. This
implies
Pjk; μi ¼ j−k; μi; ðD1Þ
Θjk; μi ¼ ϵμνj−k; νi: ðD2Þ
Taking the valence band as an example, the matrix that
relates the operators fk and ck is defined as Vk and can be
explicitly represented as
Vk ¼ ð v1 v2 Þ; ðD3Þ
where v1;2 are the vectors of the jk; μi states in the basis of
c†kαj0i. Note that this makes Vk a 4 × 2matrix. The relation
between fk and ck then reads as
f†kμ ¼ c†kαðVkÞαμ; Pˆvc†kαPˆv ¼ f†kμðV†kÞμα: ðD4Þ
Here, Pˆv is the projection operator onto the valence band
states; i.e., it projects out operators of the conduction band.
Now, the symmetry requirements of Eqs. (D1) and (D2) can
be formulated in terms of the eigenvector matrix Uk. Using
that ck transforms under time reversal as ΘckαΘ−1 ¼
T αβckβ, we find Eq. (D2) implies
T TVkϵ ¼ V−k; ðD5Þ
where ϵ≡ iσy. Note that ϵ ¼ ϵ and ϵT ¼ −ϵ. The require-
ment of inversion symmetry is simply Vk ¼ V−k, which is
trivially satisfied since the Hamiltonian is even under
inversion.
Similarly, the matrix of conduction band eigenvectors is
defined as Wk, and we have
d†k ¼ c†kWk; dk ¼ W†kck: ðD6Þ
The quasiparticle operators ck and c
†
k can then be
expressed in terms of fk and dk as
ck ¼ Vkfk þWkdk; c†k ¼ f†kV†k þ d†kW†k: ðD7Þ
A set of basis vectors v1;2 and w1;2 may be found by
diagonalizing ðk · SÞ2 and choosing the eigenvectors such
that the requirements of Eqs. (D1) and (D2) are satisfied.
The basis vectors can be specified in terms of the L ¼ 1
spherical harmonics Y1M as
ð v1 v2 Þ ¼ jY11j
0
BBBBBBBB@
−Y10/Y11 1ﬃﬃ2p Y11/Y11ﬃﬃ
3
2
q
0
0
ﬃﬃ
3
2
q
1ﬃﬃ
2
p Y11/Y11 Y10/Y

11
1
CCCCCCCCA
: ðD8Þ
Observe that even though the L ¼ 1 spherical harmonics
are odd under inversion, these states satisfy v1;2ðkÞ ¼
v1;2ð−kÞ, and, therefore, the matrix Vk of Eq. (D3)
constructed from these states trivially satisfies Vk ¼
V−k. In the same way, for w1;2 one has
ðw1 w2 Þ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N
p
0
BBBBB@
−
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
Y10Y11 −
ﬃﬃ
3
2
q
ðY11Þ2
−N 0
0 Nﬃﬃ
3
2
q
Y211 −
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
Y10Y11
1
CCCCCA; ðD9Þ
where N ¼ 2Y210 þ jY11j2.
To consider the action of spatial symmetries on the
pseudospin operators fk and dk, we denote an element of
Oð3Þ as R. The spin j ¼ 3
2
quasiparticle operators c†k
transform under R as
Rˆc†kRˆ
† ¼ c†RkUR; ðD10Þ
whereUR is the j ¼ 32matrix representation of R. We define
the matrix representation of R on the pseudospin degree of
freedom f†kμ as ORðkÞ, which in general will depend on k.
Then, we find that ORðkÞ is related to UR as
VRkORðkÞ ¼ URVk; ðD11Þ
from which we obtain ORðkÞ as
ORðkÞ ¼ V†RkURVk: ðD12Þ
Clearly, a similar relation holds for Wk.
APPENDIX E: LOW-ENERGY
QUASIPARTICLE GAP STRUCTURE:
EXPLICIT PROJECTION
In this appendix, we derive general expressions for the
projected pairing. Specifically, given a pairing potential Δk
in Eq. (36) we project onto the low-energy Fermi surface
degrees of freedom at special momenta K. We start by
decomposing the quasiparticle operators ck at K in terms
of valence band and conduction band operators fk and dk;
we find
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cK ¼ VfK þWdK; c†K ¼ f†KV† þ d†KW†; ðE1Þ
where V ≡ VK ¼ V−K andW ≡WK ¼ W−K are the matrices of eigenvectors; see Eq. (41). With the help of these relations,
we expand the pairing Hamiltonian in the vicinity of K as
H ≃
1
2
X
q
Ψ†qHvvq Ψq þ
1
2
X
q
Φ†qHccq Φq þ
1
2
X
q
Ψ†qHvcq Φq þ
1
2
X
q
Φ†qHcvq Ψq; ðE2Þ
where Ψq and Φq are defined in Eqs. (51) and (52). The Hamiltonian components Hvvq and Hvcq (v and c label the valence
and conduction bands, respectively) are given by the matrix expressions
ðHvvq Þμν ¼
0
BBBBBB@
εvqδμν 0 0 ðV†ΔqT VÞμν
0 εv−qδμν ðV†Δ−qT VÞμν 0
0 ðVTT TΔ†−qVÞμν −εv−qδμν 0
ðVTT TΔ†qVÞμν 0 0 −εvqδμν
1
CCCCCCA
; ðE3Þ
where we define Δq ≡ ΔKq as in the main text, and
ðHvcq Þμν ¼
0
BBBBBB@
0 0 0 ðV†ΔqT WÞμν
0 0 ðV†Δ−qT WÞμν 0
0 ðVTT TΔ†−qWÞμν 0 0
ðVTT TΔ†qWÞμν 0 0 0
1
CCCCCCA
: ðE4Þ
The Hamiltonian blocksHccq andHcvq are simply obtained from Eqs. (E3) and (E4), respectively, by substituting V ↔ W.
In these expressions  applies to even-parity (þ) and odd-parity (−) pairing states.
Since we are assuming a valence band Fermi surface, the conduction band defines a high-energy manifold. To project the
pairing onto the valence band subspace close toKwe apply perturbation theory. An effective HamiltonianHvveffðqÞ for the
valence band subspace is given by an expression similar to Eq. (48) as
HvveffðqÞ ≃Hvvq −Hvcq ðHccq Þ−1Hcvq ; ðE5Þ
and we can expand ðHccq Þ−1 in powers of ðεcq¼0Þ−1. Here, εcq¼0 ¼ εcK is the conduction band energy at the Fermi momentum
K. The structure of Eq. (E3) shows thatHccq is the sum of the normal state part and the pairing part, and can be expressed as
Hccq ¼ εcKτz þ ΔXq; ðE6Þ
where we have neglected the q dependence of the normal state contribution. The matrix Xq describes the pairing part and Δ
is the overall amplitude of the superconducting order parameter, which we may take to be real. With this we may expand
ðHccq Þ−1 as
ðHccq Þ−1 ¼
1
εcK

τz −
Δ
εcK
Xq þO

Δ2
ðεcKÞ2

: ðE7Þ
Note that the expansion parameter Δ/εcK is typically small. Substituting this expansion into Eq. (E5) we obtain
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−Hvcq ðHccq Þ−1Hcvq
¼ 1
εcK
0
BBBBBB@
V†ΔqPcKΔ
†
qV 0 0 0
0 V†Δ−qPcKΔ
†
−qV 0
0 0 −ϵTV†Δ†−qPcKΔ−qVϵ 0
0 0 0 −ϵTV†Δ†qPcKΔqVϵ
1
CCCCCCCCA
þ 1ðεcKÞ2
0
BBBBBB@
0 0 0 V†ΔqPcKΔ
†
qPcKΔqVϵ
0 0 V†Δ−qPcKΔ†−qPcKΔ−qVϵ 0
0 ϵTV†Δ−qPcKΔ†−qPcKΔ†−qV 0 0
ϵTV†ΔqPcKΔ
†
qPcKΔ
†
qV 0 0 0
1
CCCCCCCCA
:
ðE8Þ
Here, PcK ≡WW† is the matrix projector onto the conduction band states atK (and, hence, −K). In this expression, the
first term can be recognized as a particle-hole term and is responsible for the effective Zeeman-type pseudospin splitting; see
Eq. (59). To obtain δ one sets q ¼ 0 in the first term. The first term may also contain a renormalization of the single-particle
energies.
The second term describes a contribution to the pairing of valence band due to coupling to the conduction band. As a
result, it is smaller by one order of Δ/εcK and not expected to be of significance.
APPENDIX F: CONNECTION TO CUBIC SYMMETRY
Table VII contains details of the splitting of pairing channels in cubic systems.
TABLE VII. Splitting of pairing channels in cubic systems. In the presence of cubic crystal anisotropy, the isotropic pairing channels
labeled by angular momentum J are split into cubic pairing channels labeled by cubic representations, as explained in Sec. II B. Here, we
list the splitting of the isotropic pairing components given in Eq. (7) into pairing functions transforming as partners of the cubic
representations; this is shown in the third column, using the notation of Eq. (13). We list the splitting of angular momentum channels
J ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4. Note that some cubic representations appear multiple times; the corresponding pairing functions are “degenerate” in cubic
symmetry. Note further that the parity g, u depends on the quantum numbers ðL; SÞ. A number of pairing states that can arise in cubic
systems (and thus necessarily have discrete symmetry; see Sec. IV G) are discussed in Sec. IV F; these are listed in the fourth column.
Column five refers to the specific equation.
J Cubic symmetry Gap functions (jJ;Mi) Labels Sec. IV F Expression
1 T1g;u jxi ¼ ð1/
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p Þðj1;−1i − j1; 1iÞ
jyi ¼ ð1/i ﬃﬃﬃ2p Þðj1;−1i þ j1; 1iÞ
jzi ¼ j1; 0i
2 Eg;u j3z2 − r2i ¼ j2; 0i jΔD4i ¼ jx2 − y2i Eq. (96)
jx2 − y2i ¼ ð1/ ﬃﬃﬃ2p Þðj2; 2i þ j2;−2iÞ jΔTi ¼ jx2 − y2i þ ij3z2 − r2i Eq. (89)
T2g;u jyzi ¼ ð1/i
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p Þðj2;−1i þ j2; 1iÞ
jzxi ¼ ð1/ ﬃﬃﬃ2p Þðj2;−1i − j2; 1iÞ
jxyi ¼ ð1/i ﬃﬃﬃ2p Þðj2; 2i − j2;−2iÞ
3 A2g;u jxyzi ¼ ð1/i ﬃﬃﬃ2p Þðj3; 2i − j3;−2iÞ jΔOi3 Eq. (83)
jx3i ¼ ð ﬃﬃﬃ5p /4Þð−j3; 3i þ j3;−3iÞ þ ð ﬃﬃﬃ3p /4Þðj3; 1i − j3;−1iÞ
T1g;u jy3i ¼ ð ﬃﬃﬃ5p /4iÞðj3; 3i þ j3;−3iÞ þ ð ﬃﬃﬃ3p /4iÞðj3; 1i þ j3;−1iÞ
jz3i ¼ j3; 0i
T2g;u jzðx2 − y2Þi ¼ ð1/
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p Þðj3;−2i þ j3; 2iÞ
jxðy2 − z2Þi ¼ ð ﬃﬃﬃ3p /4Þð−j3; 3i þ j3;−3iÞ − ð ﬃﬃﬃ5p /4Þðj3; 1i − j3;−1iÞ
jyðz2 − x2Þi ¼ ð ﬃﬃﬃ3p /4iÞðj3; 3i þ j3;−3iÞ − ð ﬃﬃﬃ5p /4iÞðj3; 1i þ j3;−1iÞ
(Table continued)
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